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MISSION/VISON/VALUES
VISION
We are committed to provide educational excellence for all.
MISSION
We provide the highest quality education so that all of our students are empowered to
lead productive and fulfilling lives as lifelong learners and responsible citizens.
CORE VALUES
Excellence
We pursue the highest standards in academic achievement and organizational
performance.
Integrity
We build positive relationships through honesty, respect and compassion, which
enhance
the self-esteem, safety, and well-being of our students, families and staff.
Equity
We foster an environment that serves all students and aspires to eliminate the
achievement gap.
Citizenship
We honor the diversity of our community by working as a team to ensure
the educational success of all of our students and recognize that our obligations go
beyond our professional responsibilities to promote democratic principles.
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SOUTHWEST MIAMI HIGH SCHOOL
MISSION STATEMENT
We challenge, empower, and prepare all for success.

SOUTHWEST MIAMI HIGH SCHOOL
VISION STATEMENT
We serve all stakeholders by building the intellect and ethics
of our students, so they may be productive members of
society.

SOUTHWEST ALMA MATER
Alma mater stand forever;
Alma mater stand for aye.
Alma Mater falter never
‘Neath the southern sky.
Keep the Southwest Eagles flying;
Wave the royal banner high.
Stand together brave and true.
Stand for Southwest High!
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SECTION I
General Information
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PERSONNEL POLICIES
CODE OF ETHICS
1210.01 - CODE OF ETHICS
All members of the School Board, administrators, teachers and all other employees of the District,
regardless of their position, because of their dual roles as public servants and educators are to be bound
by the following Code of Ethics. Adherence to the Code of Ethics will create an environment of honesty
and integrity and will aid in achieving the common mission of providing a safe and high quality education
to all District students.
As stated in the Code of Ethics of the Education Profession in Florida (State Board of Education Rule
F.A.C. 6B-1.001):
A.

The educator values the worth and dignity of every person, the pursuit of truth, devotion to
excellence, acquisition of knowledge, and the nurture of democratic citizenship. Essential to
the achievement of these standards are the freedom to learn and to teach and the
guarantee of equal opportunity for all.

B.

The educator’s primary professional concern will always be for the student and for the
development of the student’s potential. The educator will therefore strive for professional
growth and will seek to exercise the best professional judgment and integrity.

C.

Aware of the importance of maintaining the respect and confidence of one’s colleagues,
students, parents, and other members of the community, the educator strives to achieve and
sustain the highest degree of ethical conduct.

Further, nonacademic and elected officials are bound to accept these principles since these groups
reflect critical policy direction and support services for the essential academic purpose.

Application
This Code of Ethics applies to all members of the Board, administrators, teachers, and all other
employees regardless of full or part time status. It also applies to all persons who receive any direct
economic benefit such as membership in Board funded insurance programs.
Employees are subject to various other laws, rules, and regulations including but not limited to The Code
of Ethics for the Education Profession in Florida and the Principles of Professional Conduct of the
Education Profession in Florida, F.S. Chapter 6B-1.001 and F.A.C. 6B-1.006, the Code of Ethics for
Public Officers and Employees, found in F.S. Chapter 112, Part III, and Policy 1129 which are
incorporated by reference and this Code of Ethics should be viewed as additive to these laws, rules and
regulations. To the extent not in conflict with any laws, Board rules or governmental regulations, this Code
of Ethics shall control with regard to conduct. In the event of any conflict, the law, regulation or policy shall
control.

Fundamental Principles
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The fundamental principles upon which this Code of Ethics is predicated are as follows:
A.

Citizenship – Helping to create a society based upon democratic values (e.g., rule of law,
equality of opportunity, due process, reasoned argument, representative government,
checks and balances, rights and responsibilities, and democratic decision-making).

B.

Cooperation – Working together toward goals as basic as human survival in an increasingly
interdependent world.

C.

Fairness – Treating people impartially, not playing favorites, being open-minded, and
maintaining an objective attitude toward those whose actions and ideas are different from
our own.

D.

Honesty – Dealing truthfully with people, being sincere, not deceiving them nor stealing from
them, not cheating nor lying.

E.

Integrity – Standing up for their beliefs about what is right and what is wrong and resisting
social pressure to do wrong.

F.

Kindness – Being sympathetic, helpful, compassionate, benevolent, agreeable, and gentle
toward people and other living things.

G.

Pursuit of Excellence – Doing the best with the talents present, striving toward a goal, and
not giving up.

H.

Respect – Showing regard for the worth and dignity of someone or something, being
courteous and polite, and judging all people on their merits. It takes three (3) major forms:
respect for oneself, respect for other people, and respect for all forms of life and the
environment.

I.

Responsibility – Thinking before acting and being accountable for their actions, paying
attention to others and responding to their needs. Responsibility emphasizes the positive
obligations to care for each other.

Each employee agrees and pledges:
A.

To abide by this Code of Ethics, making the well-being of the students and the honest
performance of professional duties core guiding principles.

B.

To obey local, State and national laws, codes and regulations.

C.

To support the principles of due process to protect the civil and human rights of all
individuals.

D.

To treat all persons with respect and to strive to be fair in all matters.

E.

To take responsibility and be accountable for his/her actions.

F.

To avoid conflicts of interest or any appearance of impropriety.

G.

To cooperate with others to protect and advance the District and its students.

H.

To be efficient and effective in the performance of job duties.

Conflicts of Interest
Employees shall employ independent objective judgment in performing their duties, deciding all matters
on the merits, free of partiality or prejudice and unimpeded by conflicts of interest or other improper
influences. No employee shall engage in conduct which creates a conflict of interest. A conflict of interest
shall be defined as a situation in which regard for a private interest tends to lead to disregard of a public
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duty or interest. A conflict of interest shall exist upon use by an employee of the authority of his/her office
or the use of any confidential information received through his/her employment for the private pecuniary
benefit of the employee, or the employee’s immediate family or a business with which the employee or a
member of the employee’s immediate family has employment or ownership worth $5,000 or more, either
directly or indirectly, without disclosure to the appropriate School District official.
A.

Financial Interest. Except as authorized in any collective bargaining agreement, an
employee shall not engage, or have any interest, financial or otherwise, direct or indirect, in
any business, transaction or professional entity, either as a director, officer, partner, trustee,
employee, or manager in that entity, which conflicts with or impairs the proper discharge of
official duties or which could bring disfavor or disrespect upon the employee or the District.
Any provision of this code which requires disclosure to School District officials will be
satisfied by the filing of a financial disclosure statement in the form required of members of
the Board.

B.

Contracting Decisions. An employee shall not recommend, vote or otherwise participate in
the decision to make any contract between the School District and any business or entity in
which the employee has a personal or financial conflict of interest. This includes contractual
relationships with units of government as well as for profit and not for profit organizations
such as charter schools.

C.

Financial Conflict. An employee who has a financial conflict of interest because of a
relationship with a business, governmental agency or not for profit institution must recues
him/herself from any decision concerning that entity including any decision to contract or not
to contract with the entity and the administration of the contract. The reason for such recusal
must be stated in writing and filed with the Superintendent and the Board Attorney prior to or
at the time of the action requiring the recusal.

D.

Honoraria. An employee will not solicit or accept an honorarium, which is related to the
employee’s job duties. "Honorarium" shall be defined consistent with F.S. 112.3149, as a
payment of money or anything of value paid to the employee or on his/her behalf as
consideration for an oral presentation or writing other than a book.

E.

Personal Advertisements. An employee shall not advertise business or professional
activities on school property or use schoolwork hours, property or services to perform or
promote personal, not for profit, or commercial enterprises or to campaign or raise money
for any candidates for political office.

F.

Employee Publications. An employee shall not participate in the review and approval of
publications or materials for School District purchase by the office in which the employee is
employed if the employee or a member of the employee’s immediate family is the
author/editor of or has any financial interest in the sale of such publications or materials.

G.

Referrals. In no situation, shall an employee refer a parent or student to a service, service
provider or product in return for anything of value. Officers or employees making referrals as
part of their official duties shall make referrals to more than one provider of the service or
product, if available. For example, school counselors shall refer parents or students to more
than one counselor or provider of medical services, if available. Additionally, an employee
shall not refer a parent or student to any service, service provider, or product in which that
employee has a financial interest, without first disclosing that interest to the parent or
student.

H.

Outside Income. Employees shall not accept any outside earned income in any situation
where a reasonable person in the community could conclude that the receipt of the income
would be inconsistent, incompatible or in conflict with the employee’s official duties.

I.

General Limitation on Solicitation. An employee shall not solicit, directly or indirectly any
payments or other benefits under circumstances that would create in the mind of a
reasonable person in the community the belief that such payments or benefits were
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provided with the intent to improperly influence the employee’s actions. This provision does
not apply to lawful campaign contributions.
J.

Gifts and Gratuities. The acceptance of gifts, payments or other benefits from those with
whom the District does business, regardless of profit or not for profit status, can be
improper. A gift is defined as anything of value that an employee receives, or that is paid or
given to another on an employee’s behalf without any payment or consideration received in
return. Examples of gifts are tickets to sporting or cultural events, items of food, meals which
cannot be immediately consumed such as a holiday party, use of facilities, forgiveness of
debts, interests in real property, investments, or merchandise, or a rebate or discount
(unless the rebate or discount is normally given to any member of the public). Employees
who are in the position to make or influence a decision to spend school funds shall not solicit
or accept any personal gifts, favors or benefits of more than nominal value during a calendar
year from any single person or organization that might benefit from the employee’s decision.
This provision does not apply to: (a) meals provided at an event at which the employee
participates in a seminar or similar activity; (b) travel expenses and meals paid by a local,
State, Federal, or foreign government agency; or (c) lawful campaign contributions.

Conduct Regarding Students
As set forth in the Principles of Professional Conduct for the Education Profession in Florida, each
employee:
A.

Shall make reasonable effort to protect the student from conditions harmful to learning
and/or to the student’s mental and/or physical health and/or safety.

B.

Shall not unreasonably restrain a student from independent action in pursuit of learning.

C.

Shall not unreasonably deny a student access to diverse points of view.

D.

Shall not intentionally suppress or distort subject matter relevant to a student’s academic
program.

E.

Shall not intentionally expose a student to unnecessary embarrassment or disparagement.

F.

Shall not intentionally violate or deny a student’s legal rights.

G.

Shall not harass or discriminate against any student on any basis prohibited by the Board or
law and shall make reasonable effort to assure that each student is protected from
harassment and discrimination.

H.

Shall not exploit a relationship with a student for personal gain or advantage.

I.

Shall keep in confidence personally identifiable information obtained in the course of
professional service, unless disclosure serves professional purposes or is required by law.

Personnel Matters
A.

Confidentiality. An educator shall comply with State and Federal laws and regulations, and
Board policies relating to the confidentiality of student records. Unethical conduct includes,
but is not limited to, sharing of confidential information concerning student academic and
disciplinary records, personal confidences, health or medical information, family status
and/or income, and assessment/testing results.

B.

Enforcement. Enforcement will be pursuant to State law and to Board rules, which may
include penalties for violations of the Code of Ethics that will be imposed pursuant to the
applicable State law or Board policy.
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C.

Certification. Each employee will be required to electronically sign a certificate attached as
Exhibit "A", which is incorporated by reference, certifying that the employee has read,
understands and agrees to abide by this Code of Ethics as well as the State laws and Board
policies and regulations cited in the Code. A failure to sign the certificate will not excuse a
failure to comply with the Code of Ethics. The certification shall be submitted according to a
process determined by the Office of Human Resources, Recruiting, and Performance
Management. Infractions shall be reported to the Office of Human Resources, Recruiting,
and Performance Management and the Office of the Inspector General.



Things to Remember When Dealing with Students

Have a clear set of rules posted in the classroom. The rules should be reasonable and the
consequences of breaking the rules should be understood by all. The class should also understand
that exceptions can be made by the teacher if there are mitigating circumstances. Schedule some
class time to allow for discussion of student problems.
1.

Utilize parent contacts. Parental assistance is important.

2.

Let students know you care about them.

3.

DO NOT:
-abruptly/forcefully take things away from students
-become confrontational
-physically block an exit
-argue or get on their level
-shout or put them down

4.

DO:

5.

Use common sense regarding touching students.
-be aware that affectionate gestures may be misconstrued
-avoid physical contact of any kind in situations involving only you and the
student (i.e., where there are no witnesses)
-use caution and self-control if physical restraint of students
is necessary

6.

Avoid even the appearance of impropriety.
-avoid leaving campus or inappropriate socializing with students
-take appropriate steps not to be alone with students
-never take students to your home
-some jokes, quips and stories can be misinterpreted. Think before you speak
-do not let students out of class without appropriate passes

-start class on time and with something important
-be well planned
-take time to listen
-expect good behavior
-allow a way for students to “work back.”
-believe in every student’s ability to learn and in your ability to teach.
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HOW TO USE COMMON SENSE AND PROFESSIONAL JUDGEMENT TO AVOID
LEGAL COMPLICATIONS IN TEACHING
A.

B.

Interaction with Students
1.

Maintain a professional barrier between you and students. You are the adult, the teacher,
and the professional; act like the expert not like another one of the “kids.”

2.

Keep the classroom door open when talking with students.

3.

Refer students to the appropriate resource person for counseling and/or discussions about
personal matters.

4.

Do NOT flirt with students.

5.

Do NOT discuss your personal life or personal matters with students. Do NOT discuss your
husband, wife, girlfriend, boyfriend, or dates with students.

6.

When transporting students, coordinate transportation ahead of time, and use school or
mass transportation if possible. If necessary, call a taxi for the students. If you must
transport a student in your vehicle, ask a co-worker to accompany you.

7.

Avoid leaving your students unsupervised; have an alternate plan of action.

8.

Keep your hands and other parts of your body to yourself.

9.

Use verbal praise and reinforcement.

10.

Know your school policies and district and state laws governing corporal punishment.
Establish and follow a consistent behavior plan. Treat each student with respect. Know the
students’ rights.

11.

Chaperone only school-sponsored functions. Do NOT socialize with students. If you
chaperone a field trip, put in writing what your responsibilities will be. Do NOT drink
alcoholic beverages in front of students. Do NOT take children home with you.

12.

Do NOT make telephone calls or write notes of a personal nature to students.

13.

Do NOT harass students; respect their differences. What you intend as humor may, in fact,
be cultural bias or harassment.

Record Keeping and Accounting Procedures
1.

Know the laws, school board policies, and school rules and follow them. Know your rights.

2.

Know your school policies and district and state laws regarding collecting money,
purchasing materials and equipment, and follow them. Work in pairs when collecting large
amounts of money.

3.

Establish a policy regarding your grading system consistent with school and district
policies, where applicable. Give a written explanation of it to students and parents at the
beginning of the year or when they begin your class or unit of instruction.
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4.

C.

Establish a policy regarding your behavioral management system. Give a written
explanation of it to students and parents at the beginning of the year or when they begin
your class or unit of instruction.

Reputation in the Community
1.

Keep your co-workers and supervisors informed; work and communicate as a team; plan
and teach together.

2.

Communicate with parents and document your communication.

3.

Dress and act appropriately and professionally. You are a role model in the community as
well as in the school; be a good example for students.

4.

Use common sense and good judgment. Ask yourself how someone else could perceive
your comments or actions. Ask yourself if your comments or actions could be taken out of
context and/or misinterpreted.

5.

Avoid putting yourself in a position where you have to defend, explain, or justify your
behavior or actions. Avoid putting yourself in a position where it’s your word against another
person’s word.

6.

Maintain a professional reputation in the community. When you “party” be discreet.

GUIDELINES AND COMMON SENSE
•

Code of ethics mandates you to value the common worth and dignity of individuals, to place your
primary concern for the development of each student’s potential, and to strive to achieve and
sustain the highest degree of ethical conduct.

•

Principles of Professional Conduct obligate you to perform standards of behavior dealing with
STUDENTS, the PUBLIC, and the PROFESSION.

•

In addition to the more obvious actions (e.g., child abuse/molestation), you can also be charged
with a crime of moral turpitude or gross immorality if you shoplift, drink on school grounds or have
multiple arrests for DUI, possess or sell drugs with or without student involvement, make comments
of a sexual nature to students, fondle or touch students in an inappropriate manner, commit food
stamp or public assistant fraud, commit assault, misuse school funds, or submit fraudulent
transcripts. These are just a few examples.

•

As you can see, you are held to a higher moral standard than other professionals because of your
role in educating children. You are held accountable for your private life as well as your public life.

•

Keep in mind that relatively few educators ever commit violations.

•

It is best to arm yourself with knowledge so that you do not advertently or inadvertently violate any
standards and become one of the statistics.

•

Many problems educators have encountered could have been avoided if they used common sense
and rational judgment.
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 Employee Assistance Program
Miami-Dade County Public Schools recognizes that a wide range of problems not directly
associated with an employee’s job function can have an effect on an employee’s job performance.
In most instances, the employee will overcome such personal problems independently, and the
effect on job performance will be negligible. In other instances, normal supervisory problems can
be resolved so the employee’s job performance will return to an acceptable level. In some cases,
however, both the efforts of neither the employee nor the supervisor have the desired effect of
resolving the employee’s problems, and unsatisfactory job performance persists over a period of
time either constantly or intermittently.
The Employee Assistance Program is intended to help employees and their families who are
suffering from such persistent problems as may tend to jeopardize an employee’s health and
continued employment. The problems may include alcoholism, drug abuse, emotional or other
concerns such as health recognize behavioral disorders and mental health problems as illness that
can be successfully treated. Employees who need help in those areas of concern will be given the
same considerations as those employees with other illnesses. The program’s goals are to help
individuals who develop such problems by providing for consultation, treatment, and rehabilitation
to prevent their condition from progressing to a degree at which they cannot work effectively.
I.

PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
The Employee Assistance Program objectives are:
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

II.

To provide employees with the humanitarian viewpoint of behavioral/medical
disorders and to encourage an enlightened attitude toward these health problems.
To help those individuals who develop behavioral/medical problems by providing
for consultation and treatment to prevent their condition from progressing to a
degree at which they cannot work effectively.
To provide supervisors with policy and procedure guidelines for the management
of behavioral/medical problems affecting job performance.
To direct managers and supervisors toward prompt corrective action where
deterioration in an individual’s work performance is apparently related to
behavioral/medical disorders.
To identify, develop and promulgate prevention program for Miami-Dade County
Public Schools to promote sound physical and mental health of employees in the
area of stress management, professional fatigue and health problems.

PROGRAM SERVICES
The Employee Assistance Program offers consultation to supervisors and employees through
ongoing training programs and instructional materials provides diagnostic evaluation services for
treatment and implements prevention programs to insure ongoing strides to prevent employee’s
behavioral/medical health problems.
Appropriate measures will be taken to insure the confidentiality of records for any person admitted to the
program according to established personnel guidelines and federal regulations.
The Superintendent of Schools will authorize the issuance of a procedures manual which
will constitute approved procedures for implementing the program.
The Superintendent of Schools will report to the Board prior to conclusion of the fiscal year regarding the
impact of the Employee Assistance Program. Continued availability of the program, including any
modification and funding shall be determined annually by the Board.
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Personnel Files

The personnel file of each employee shall be open to inspection subject to the procedures manual
entitled PROCEDURES, PERSONNEL FILES, which is incorporated by reference and is part of
this Board Rule and is on file in the Board Office, Citizen Information Center, and Office of School
Board Clerk.
Authorization for retention of records shall be in accordance with Florida Statutes Management and
School Board Policy 6GX13-3D-1.08.
Upon request, the employee, or any person designated in writing by the employee, shall be
permitted to examine the entire personnel file.
All aspects of each employee’s personnel file shall be opened to inspection at all times by School
Board members, the Superintendent and the principal or their respective designees in the exercise
of their respective duties.
The Superintendent of Schools and the School Board authorize only the following persons access
to CONFIDENTIAL personnel records, provided the inquiry is job related and the inquiry is made
in the course of performing assigned functions:
-managerial personnel required to work with personnel records
-confidential (clerical) personnel and personnel assigned to work with personnel records
-school board attorneys and attorneys under contract to the school board
-security investigators
-school board administrative assistants as designees of individual school board members
All aspects of each employee’s personnel file shall be made available to law enforcement personnel
in the conduct of a lawful criminal investigation to other appropriate federal, state and local
government authorities and pursuant to subpoena and lawful court order.



Personnel Records, Rights, and Responsibilities

1. A copy of materials relating to work performance, discipline, suspension or dismissal to be
added to an employee's personnel file shall be provided to the employee either by certified
mail, return receipt, to his/her address of record, or by personal delivery to the employee.
2. The employee’s signature on a copy of the materials to be filed shall be proof that such
materials were given to the employee with the understanding that such signature merely
signifies receipt and does not necessarily indicate agreement with its contents.
3. In the event the employee refuses to sign the material, the signature of a witness and the
supervisor will be affixed to the material being placed in the file.
4. The employee shall have the right to answer in writing any such materials in personnel file on
the effective date of this act (July 1, 1983) as well as any such materials filed thereafter, and
the answer shall be attached to the file copy.
5. The employee shall have the right to request that the Superintendent or his/her designee make
an informal inquiry regarding material in his/her personnel file which the employee believes to
be false.
6. Upon request, the employee or any person designated in writing by the employee shall be
permitted to examine the personnel file.
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7. No material derogatory to the employee shall be open to inspection until ten calendar days
after the employee has been notified.



Prayer and Religion in School

No coach, School Board employee or non-School Board employee affiliated with school allied
organizations may arrange, lead, or in any way influence or participate in a meeting of student
participants for the purposes of holding a team or student organizations prayer.
Non-religious inspirational talks by coaches or activity sponsors are permissible.
It shall be understood that no student is to be coerced directly or indirectly to participate in group
prayer or any other religious activity while representing the school at athletic or activities events.
The appointment of a student chaplain to lead a team in prayer is prohibited.



Weapons Policy

No employee, except as legally authorized, or as part of one’s regular job responsibilities, shall
bring upon any school property or have in his/her possession, while on any school property any
firearm, weapon or destructive device. Any employee in violation of this rule shall be subject to
reprimand, suspension and/or dismissal.
The Superintendent of Schools shall cause each such violation to be investigated and take
appropriate action or make appropriate recommendation for Board action.
A “firearm” includes but is not limited to the following: any weapon (including a starter gun) which
will or is designed to, or may be readily converted to, expel a projectile by the action of any
explosive; the frame or receiver of such weapon; any firearm muffler or firearm silencer; any
destructive service; or any machine gun.
A “weapon” includes, but is not limited to the following: any deadly weapon, knife (including pocket
knives which are used to threaten or injure another individual), any dirk, metallic knuckles,
slingshot, billy, tear gas gun, chemical weapon device containing more than ½ ounce of chemical,
or any electric weapon or device which through the application of use of electrical current, is
designated, redesigned, used or intended to be used for offensive or defensive purposes, the
destruction of life, or infliction of injury, or any other object which is used to threaten or injure another
individual.
A “destructive device” includes but is not limited to the following: an explosive, incendiary, or poison
gas bomb, grenade, mine, rocket, missile or similar device, and includes any type of weapon which
will, or is designed to, or may readily be converted to, expel a projectile by the action of any
explosive and has a barrel with bore of ½ inch or more in diameter and ammunition for such
destructive devices.



Center for Professional Learning

The Center for Professional Learning (CPL) offers a variety of in-service opportunities for classroom
teachers.
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Our PD Liaison coordinator is Ms. Kerrie Hass. Please see her if you have any questions or
suggestions for in-service education and/or Professional Development.
Periodically, you will receive a calendar of courses which are being offered by Office of Professional
Development. If you plan on attending a course or are invited to attend a course, please make
sure that you complete the appropriate documentation and submit two weeks prior to the in-service.
All documentation regarding the in-service must be submitted to Mrs. Janelle Bravo-San Pedro.



Mentoring and Induction for New Teachers (MINT)

Mentoring and Induction for New Teachers (MINT) was developed to support and retain new and
early-career teachers to ensure that students in Miami-Dade County Public Schools (M-DCPS) will
have access to highly-qualified and accomplished teachers. Please see Mrs. Roll for additional
information.



Educational Excellence School Advisory Council (EESAC)

The Educational Excellence School Advisory Council (EESAC) was jointly established by the
Miami-Dade County Public School Board and the United Teachers of Dade. This committee is
comprised of administrators, parents, teachers, students and business representatives. Listed
below are the members of the Southwest EESAC.
Carlos Rios
Charles Ingraham
Gabriel Edmond
Kerrie Hass (Co-Chair)
Doristine Williams (Chair)
Ambar Alfaro
TBA
TBA
Emily Hewitt
Maria Alvarez
Barbara Casas
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
John Navarro

Principal
Adult/Vocational Principal
UTD Steward
Teacher
Teacher
Teacher
Educational Support Employee
Alternate Educational Support
Parent
Parent
Parent
Parent
Student Council
Student Council
Student Council
Student Council
Alternate Student
Business/Community Representative
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SECTION II
Classroom Instructional Procedures
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 Audio-Visual Equipment and Materials
Audio-visual equipment and materials are available for check out from the Library Media Center. The AV
Equipment request form is available with Ms. Bravo-San Pedro. All requests must be turned in at least
24 HOURS IN ADVANCE to the Ms. Bravo-San Pedro.
Teachers and students can access the Southwest Library Media Center online card catalog to request
materials as well as search for books and films. From the Southwest home page, click on “students” and
scroll down to “Additional student links” and click on “Media Center Website”. To log in to the catalog,
teachers use their p-synch password. See the Library Media Center staff for assistance.
Additional Instructions:
1. NOTE: All films and A-V aids used in the classroom must directly pertain to
the course outlines in the curriculum bulletin. All films must have prior
approval from the Assistant Principal who oversees your respective
department. (Request approval at least 2 days in advance)
2. Each film request should be accompanied by a lesson plan with a clear
instructional objective and a viewing guide with questions.
3. The film should not extend through the entire class period.
4. Each teacher is responsible for the equipment he/she checks out; therefore, it
is recommended that each person check out and return his/her own
equipment.
5. If the film to be shown is a resource found in the Learning Village or on MDCPS
Portal (Discovery Education, etc.), additional permission does not need to be
obtained.

 Tablets
Teachers will be assigned tablets based on their grade level and content area. The tablets must be
returned at the end of the year.

 Video Materials Directives
The purpose of this policy is to establish consistent procedures for the use of audiovisual materials such
as film, CD, DVD, etc., for classroom instruction.
A.

The instructional use of audio-visual materials must:
1.

support and be consistent with School Board education goals, policies, and specific
course objectives;

2.

adhere to copyright laws and the "fair use" doctrine permitting the use of copyrighted
works for instructional purposes;
Fair use does not include performances for recreation or entertainment purposes. (see
U.S. Copyright Office at http://www.copyright.gov/help/faq/faq-fairuse.html#movies.)

3.

be based on age and grade appropriateness and instructional relevance; and

4.

include scrutiny by instructor prior to use. It is the instructor's responsibility to view
and/or listen to materials, assuring compliance with this policy.
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B.

C.

The use of audiovisual materials from sources other than the MDCPS Portal, school
collection or the WLRN Instructional Television Services collection must:
1.

adhere to all the criteria listed above;

2.

audiovisual materials purchased by instructors may be used in the classroom for
instructional purposes only, tied to instructional objectives and curriculum. Audiovisual
materials obtained through rental sources may be used only if rental agreement does
not limit the use of the program to "Home Use Only"; and

3.

have the approval of the Principal prior to student viewing.

The purchase of audio-visual materials for inclusion in school collections must:
1.

reflect the selection criteria used for all instructional materials and defined in Policy
2510;

2.

exclude materials that contain pornography (or contains scenes that can be construed
as pornographic in nature) or are otherwise prohibited by F.S. 847.01.

The District audio visual use policy must be included in the teacher handbook and be reviewed annually.
New personnel and/or substitute teachers must be informed of the policy upon assignment to the school.
Each school must establish a procedure to ensure compliance with the District audio visual use policy.



Excusing Students from Class

FOR FIELD TRIPS
Field trips are approved by Ms. Roll. Parent approval forms are presented to teachers for a
signature and an indication of the student’s future absence. This serves to notify the student’s
teachers in advance of the excused absence and will assist the parent in giving or withholding
approval. All field trip participants (in-building and out-of-building) will be entered into our
attendance database and the information will be available on our daily attendance bulletin.
UPON REQUEST FROM ATTENDANCE OR GUIDANCE OFFICES
Requests for students from the office are to be honored. If a student is taking a test, return the
request with a message that you will send the student when the test is completed. Only honor
calls from an adult and not from students.
UPON REQUESTS FROM OTHER TEACHERS FOR INDIVIDUAL STUDENTS
It is rare that a teacher would need to take a student from another class and should occur only
when a student is needed for a particular period to appear in a special program or activity which
cannot be arranged at another time.
In such cases, the request must be written and presented 24 hours in ADVANCE. The teacher
receiving the request has the privilege of refusing if the student needs to remain in class.
If a teacher needs to use three or more students from other classes in a program or activity, the
request must be written and presented to an Assistant Principal 24 hours in advance. If the request
is approved, the names of these students will then appear on the Attendance Bulletin and the
students will be excused.
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Field Trips

Please visit the Division of Athletics, Activities, and Accreditation for further information regarding
fieldtrips.
District handbook is located at http://ehandbooks.dadeschools.net/policies/131.pdf
General School Board Policy Overview of Procedures:
1. Trips should be planned so that students are not absent from school. In the event this is not
possible, absences shall be limited to the least number of school days possible.
2. Only the sponsor, chaperones, and students on the field trip roster may participate in a field
trip. No other persons may travel with the group or participate in the field trip.
3. Provisions must be made for the proper supervision of students by school
employees. Volunteers are permitted to assist in such supervision as long as they have been
cleared by the M-DCPS School Volunteer Program at Level I or Level II, as appropriate for
the trip.
4. All chaperones must be at least 21 years of age and cleared as school volunteers at
the level appropriate for the trip.
5. The adult/student ratio shall be a minimum of 1:15 or less.
6. If a student group has members of each sex then chaperones of each sex should accompany
the group.
7. Guidelines established by travel agencies for issuing scholarships to students and gratuitous
tickets to parent chaperones for approved field trips must be strictly adhered to by the
sponsor, Principal, and region staff.
8. School-sponsored trips involving students traveling by air must be with an FAA certified air
carrier. All trips that involve transporting students by water must be approved by the
Department of Safety and the Office of Risk Management.
9. Students must have valid health insurance when traveling out of the country.
10. Trips must not vary from approved itinerary, except in the event of an emergency.
11. An alternate plan should be devised for use in a situation that would create a
disruption of the normal itinerary/routine.
12. The sponsor should personally check each hotel room with the hotel representative to assess
for additional charges, etc., at the time of check-out for overnight trips.
13. Students are not permitted to transport other students on field trips.
Once you have determined that your field trip complies with the above stated school board policies
and regulations, please follow these steps in order to have your trip approved.
1. Obtain and complete all the required forms. The forms can be obtained from
forms management or Mrs. Betty Victores, Activities Director. Please make
sure you are always using the most up-to-date forms and all forms must be
typed prior to turning them in for approval. We have provided the full version
of Adobe so that you can save changes to all forms. If you require this program
installed on your computer, please contact the administrator supervising
technology.
2. More detailed information will be provided and reviewed at the opening of
school Athletics/Activities meeting.
3. Turning in the field trip packet is not a guarantee that your trip has been
approved. Once the trip is approved you will receive a copy of the Field Trip
Permission Request Form signed by the Principal, and region staff if
necessary. You may not distribute any permission forms, or collect any money,
until you have received confirmation that your trip has been approved.
4. The key to a successful trip is planning. Please turn in the required paperwork
for your trip to Mrs. Betty Victores, Activities Director, (2) weeks prior to the
date of the trip. Mrs. Victores will review the packet and forward it to the
administrator over field trips. The forms will be date stamped, forwarded for
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5.

6.

7.
8.

appropriate signatures, and then a copy of the approved form will be returned
to you. If the trip requires the region’s approval, it must be turned in at
least four (4) weeks prior to the trip date and will then follow the same
procedures as stated above. The final roster for all field trips must be
received by the attendance clerk 72 hours in advance of the trip.
Note: Please make a copy of the required paperwork along with the roster
for your records before turning them in to Maria Elena Martinez.
The designated location for bus pick-up and drop-off, for all field trips, will be
in the front entrance of the school, except for sports-related field trips. The
pick-up and drop-off location for all sports related events will be in front of
the gym.
There are two options for teachers when students return to school from a field
trip: (1) direct students to the cafeteria and remain there with them or (2) direct
students to return to their designated classrooms along with a general email
sent to all teachers indicating the conclusion of the field trip and the time that
the students were directed back to class.
Note: The time that the students return to school must be considered
when choosing your best option.
Field trips may not be scheduled on moratorium dates.
If you have any questions, or need assistance, please feel free to contact the
assistant principal who oversees activities, Ms. Luis.



Student Work Folders

A student work folder is to be kept for each student for each subject. Representative samples of the
student’s work, including graded/corrected written assignments and tests, are to be filed. Include a
course syllabus signed by both parents/legal guardians and students. Folders will be reviewed by
administrators during formal and informal classroom visits. If students submit work on One Drive,
samples of student work must be available in work folders.



Grading

PROCEDURE
All grades are to be given and recorded as LETTER grades. A minimum of 1 letter grade per week
must be recorded in the electronic grade book.
All grades should be properly identified in the electronic grade book. Each teacher will provide
his/her grading procedures to students in writing. These must be distributed at the beginning of the
school year.
Mid-term and final exam grades are no longer part of the grading procedure. End of Course
exams will count for 30% of the final grade for respective content area classes.
EFFECT OF ABSENCES
**See Section III under ATTENDANCE for explanations of excused and unexcused absences.
Each graded assignment missed should be entered in the grade book as “Z” for that day
until the work is satisfactorily made up. The student’s final daily grade should be reduced
accordingly for the number of days absent which are not made up. Work for unexcused absences
is at the teacher’s discretion.
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A student accumulating ten (10) or more unexcused absences in an annual course or five (5) or
more unexcused absences in a semester course will be subject to the withholding of a passing final
grade pending a student-requested administrative screening and/or review of all absences by the
attendance review committee.
CONDUCT GRADES
Conduct grades should reflect, as accurately as possible, an evaluation of student conduct.
INTERPRETATION OF GRADES
GRADE

NUMERICAL VALUE

POINT VALUE

A = Outstanding Progress

90 – 100 %

4

B = Above Average Progress

80 – 89 %

3

C = Average Progress

70 – 79 %

2

D = Lowest Acceptable

60 – 69 %

1

Progress

0 – 59 %

F = Failure

0*

0

I = Incomplete
An Incomplete (I) may be issued to a student who, because of illness or other satisfactory reason,
has not completed all required work for that grading period. The “I” reverts to an “F” unless the
teacher changes the “I” to “A”, “B”, “C”, “D”, or “F” within TWO WEEKS after the close of the grading
period. Grade change forms may be obtained from Mrs. Michelle Diaz, registrar.
EXPLANATION OF SYMBOLS FOR EFFORT
Effort is the degree to which a pupil works up to his/her ability
1

Outstanding

2

Satisfactory


3

Insufficient

Electronic Grade Books

The teacher’s grade book is considered a legal document. The following guidelines must be
observed in maintaining the grade book:
Class Attendance: The homeroom teacher must record homeroom attendance separate from
class attendance. The reason two records must be maintained is to assure accurate attendance
records for FTE purposes, which is the manner public schools are funded by the State of Florida.
Your homeroom attendance must match what is in the district’s database. An effective and efficient
way to ensure that your homeroom attendance is correct is to cross reference it with the attendance
bulletin daily. There will be numerous times when your homeroom attendance and classroom
attendance will vary. An example of this is if you have a student during the first block, whose parent
signs the student out during the last block. In your class attendance, you would mark the student
present. In your homeroom attendance you would indicate excused early. Attendance must be
taken at the beginning of each period.
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DISTRICT APPROVED ATTENDANCE CODES
For Electronic Gradebook
UNEXCUSED TARDY
Homeroom / Classroom
TU / TU2

EXCUSED TARDY
Homeroom/ Classroom
T / T2

UNEXCUSED ABSENCE
Homeroom / Classroom
AU / AU2

EXCUSED ABSENCE
Homeroom / Classroom
A / A2

Homework Plan
I.
•
•
•
•
•
II.
•
•
•
•
•
III.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
IV.
•
V.
•
•

Eagles Expectations:
Recommended allotted time for homework for grades 9-12 is 120 minutes
AP/Dual Enrollment course study time may vary in length due to rigor/curriculum preparation
Homework should be a reflection/extension of material covered in class or for test preparation
Students are expected to demonstrate integrity in all of their academic endeavors, including
homework
Students should read independently for 30 minutes each night
Eagles Monitor Homework:
Assign homework when necessary to reinforce the concepts learned
Departments/Individual teachers will use professional judgment /discretion as it relates to the
instructional needs of the students (i.e. remediation, test preparation)
Develop homework schedule (i.e. clear syllabus work in Advanced Academic courses)
Consistent weekly or monthly dates for assignments and/or projects
Homework will be reviewed and feedback will be given in a timely manner
Eagles Connect to Parents:
Back to School Night- TBA
Student Orientations
Individual Teacher Course Webpages
Email
Program Contracts (Work Experience, .NET Academy & Business + Finance Magnet Programs)
Parent/Teacher Conferences
Online forums such as Edmodo, Band, and Remind 101
Eagles Support:
Provide support for students via afterschool and Saturday tutoring in Reading, Math, Biology, US
History, AP/Dual Enrollment, ACT/SAT Prep.
Eagle Resources:
Online Programs: Edmodo, Student and Parent Portal, Individual Teacher Website, School Website
Support Resources: Khan Academy, study guides, test prep skills
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 Honor Roll Qualifications
PRINCIPAL’S HONOR ROLL
Academic Average
Effort Grade
Conduct Average

4.00
All 1’s
4.00

HONOR ROLL
Academic Average
Effort Grade
Conduct Average

All A's or B's
All 1’s and/or 2’s
All A's or B's

 Lesson Plans (from UTD Contract, Article X)
Planning is essential for effective teaching and learning. In order to support the instructional program, the
principal or supervising administrator has the authority to determine whether or not instructional
objectives and related content are consistent with Board educational policy decisions and established
instructional guidelines. In keeping with the professionalization of teaching, the parties agree that plans
are best developed by the teacher to enhance learning and facilitate reflective practice. Planning shall be
governed as follows:
1. Teachers are required to develop written plans in accordance with the required indicators in IPEGS
Professional Standard 3: Instructional Planning. It shall be the decision of the teacher to use a daily plan
or a long range plan that shall include learning standards and/or goals; learning activities; and
assessment(s) of student learning. Principals or supervising administrators may suggest, but not require,
specific content or a particular format or organization.
2. A teacher may be required to use a set form in the preparation of planning only when a principal has
issued an Improvement Plan indicating that the standards in IPEGS Professional Standard 3: Instructional
Planning were not met. Requirements for planning beyond those in the IPEGS Professional Standard 3:
Instructional Planning shall not be imposed.
3. Teachers shall not be prohibited from reflecting required planning components through abbreviated
notation and/or referencing techniques. A teacher shall not be required to reference curriculum/standards
numbers or to write out objectives if numerical references are made in the plan. Additionally, there shall
be no requirement to specify strategies, list materials, use checklists or benchmarks, for learners in the
plan.
4. Continuing contract and professional service contract teachers shall not be required to submit plans to
the principal or supervising administrator at the school site; however, plans shall be available during
classroom visit(s) and/or prior to an official observation.
5. All teachers shall retain their plans for the current school year for review by the principal or supervising
administrator at the school site, upon request.
6. Teachers shall be required to prepare emergency plans for use by temporary instructors using a daily
format and not exceeding five days in length and replenished as necessary.
Teachers of special education students shall be permitted to meet the requirements of this Article through
regular plans or written IEP implementation plan(s).
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Limited English Proficient Students (LEP)
In subject areas such as mathematics, science, and social science, students are given an appropriate letter
grade of “A”-“F.”
• If students are receiving instruction in their own language, Comment No. 01, “Receiving bilingual
instruction in this subject,” is to be entered.
• If students are receiving instruction in English using ESOL strategies, Comment No. 05, “Receiving
instruction in English using ESOL strategies”, is to be entered. Grades are to be given which reflect
instruction provided in such a way that a student’s lack of command of the English language does
not affect progress.
• For ESOL Levels 1 and 2 students, when instruction in social science, science, and mathematics
is provided primarily in English using ESOL strategies, it may not always be possible to evaluate
the student’s progress on the basis of course content mastered. When that occurs, the teacher
should not enter a grade, but should enter Comment No. 39, "No grade received because of
limitations in evaluating progress". If appropriate, the same procedure should be followed for the
second and third grading periods, with the awarding of a letter grade being postponed until the last
grading period. Even though grading may be postponed, there must be documentation, on a nine
- week basis, toward achieving the requirements of the course. This option allows students to have
a grade entered later and receive credit for the course when their English language proficiency
permits an evaluation.
• For students entering a Miami-Dade County public school after the third marking period and who
have not met course requirements because of their late arrival, Comment No. 49, "No final grade
assigned due to limited time of enrollment” should be entered in lieu of the final grade. When this
option is used, students will not receive credit for that course, and the course will have to be
repeated.
The existence of these options in no way relieves the school of its responsibility to provide content area
instruction in the home language when possible. This instruction may be provided to ELL students through
the Home Language Assistance Program (HLAP). Principals are to make certain that teachers who are
working with ELLs are fully aware of the services available at the school site and fully understand and
exercise the appropriate options in awarding grades. Teachers and administrators at all levels are reminded
that documentation of ELLs progress toward completion of the district's Student Progression Plan is
required whether such instruction is provided through ESOL strategies or through the home language, or
some combination thereof. Inherent in this requirement is the assignment of letter grades or other
alternative written documents assessing ELLs progress as set forth in this section, Special Provisions for
English Language Learners, or other documentation as may be authorized by the School Board.

Helpful Hints for Teaching Strategies with Limited English Proficient (LEP) Students
1. Simplify difficult vocabulary words by defining and by giving examples.
2. Use repetition and paraphrasing.
3. Use gestures, circumlocution, dialogue and dramatization to elicit the meaning of new words and
idioms.
4. Have students repeat pronunciation of difficult words whenever possible.
5. Use audio-visual and hands-on materials to reinforce language.
a. language master record
b. recording voices to reinforce proper language
c. poster, maps and graphs
d. flash cards
e. commercially made programs
f. commercially made charts and teacher-made charts
g. Promethean board
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6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

12.

h. whiteboard
In class, question LEP students frequently to evaluate their comprehension of the material
being taught.
Explain how to take tests since any foreign-born students may be unfamiliar with testing
methodology. Also be careful that testing material is not culturally biased.
Help LEP students become familiar with following directions. Give samples of each exercise;
always demonstrate.
Always direct questions and lectures to the entire class, even if it appears that the LEP students
do not understanding everything. They may be able to answer some questions; they need that
kind of opportunity to gain confidence and self-esteem.
Try to avoid slurred speech or excessive use of slang.
Learn something about the various cultures and countries of the LEP students. Learn
something about the holidays that they celebrate. Try to learn a few phrases in the native
language of the LEP students. It is amazing what a cheery “Good morning” in the native tongue
can do.
Try to learn what it takes to acquire fluency in a second language. Then you can better
understand what the LEP students are experiencing at this difficult time.

Reporting Student Progress to Parents
Teachers are responsible for implementing three important procedures to inform parents of students’
progress.
1. Confer with parents;
2. Issue progress reports; and
3. Send out failure notices as applicable when a student exhibits unsatisfactory progress,
The requirements of these three procedures are detailed as follows:
CONFER WITH PARENTS
1. Teacher-parent conferences shall occur when a student begins to display a
consistent pattern of disruption or when a student demonstrates unacceptable
or unsatisfactory academic achievement. The principal will exclude from class,
for a period not to exceed 10 days, a student who has displayed a consistent
pattern of disruption until a teacher-parent conference is held or until the
principal determines such a conference cannot or need not be held.
2. Written or telephone communication may be appropriate alternatives for a
teacher-parent conference. A student progress report constitutes written
communication.
3. Teacher-parent conferences shall be scheduled at a time, place and/or
manner mutually convenient for the teacher and the parent. Principals and
teachers are encouraged to use teacher workdays for teacher-parent
conferences whenever possible.
4. Teachers will log teacher-parent conferences in their official grade book and
specify whether such contacts were in person, by telephone or through written
communication.
5. When parent contact is not achieved, evidence of the attempts to contact the
parents will be recorded in the teacher’s gradebook, and the teacher will seek
assistance from the administrator in making follow-up attempts to contact the
parents.
6. Although every attempt shall be made by the school to communicate directly
with parents, the signature of a high school student on a progress report will
constitute documentation that the report was issued with instructions to deliver
it to the parent.
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INTERIM PROGRESS REPORTS
The teacher is required to send, to the parents of all students, an Interim Progress Report in the
middle of each grading period.
ISSUE FAILURE NOTICES
1. Teachers MUST notify the parent or the adult student in writing at any time
during the grading period that a pupil is making unsatisfactory (“D” or “F”)
progress in a subject or in conduct. When a student accumulates three
unsatisfactory absences in a semester course or five unsatisfactory absences
in an annual course, the teacher MUST notify the parent or the adult student
in writing of the possibility that credit will be withheld due to unsatisfactory
absences.
2. Failure Notices must be issued at any time a student is making unsatisfactory progress.
They must be issued while there is still time for the student to take corrective
action and no later than the 7th week of any grading period.
3. A student MAY NOT be given a failing or unsatisfactory grade for the grading
period if his/her parent has not been notified with a progress report or other
written report. This also applies to conduct grades, except where specific
regulations automatically fail the student. Adult students may be notified
instead of parents.

Testing
All district, state, and national assessments will require teachers to attend a mandatory training to ensure
that validity and integrity of all assessments is adhered to at all times. All such assessments will be treated
with the utmost attention to test administration procedures.
Further information regarding testing dates and training sessions will be provided later.

Graduation Information
Graduation Requirements (Credits):
4 English
4 Math
3 Science
3 Social Studies
1 Fine Art
½ Personal Fitness
½ Physical Education
8 Electives
Total: 24 Credits Total
Additional Graduation Requirements:
Passing score on:
- State Reading Assessment or concordant score on SAT or ACT
- EOC Algebra I or concordant score
- At least one course through Florida Virtual School (FLVS)
- Minimum 2.0 GPA
- 20 Community Service Hours
For more information regarding current graduation requirements, please refer to the Miami-Dade
County Public Schools Student Progression Plan.
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Assessments: District/State/National
As a staff member, you will be required to participate in all of our district, state, and national
assessments in a variety of capacities.
If you are assigned the role of a test administrator, your responsibilities are as follows:
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Attending required training sessions
Establishing appropriate conditions in the testing room that include installing visual barriers for
computer-based testing; distributing and returning student test materials including Student
Authorization Tickets, work folders, reference sheets, and Session Rosters for computer-based
testing; accounting for all assigned materials.
Strictly adhering to test scripts and directions; actively monitoring students during the testing
session and resuming students on the computers if applicable.
Following security procedures to ensure a standard administration.
The test administrator is responsible for directing and conducting student testing sessions, as
specified in the test administration manual and training packet of the specific assessment.
Strictly adhere to time frames indicated in the test administration manual.
Only certificated administrative and instructional employees (e.g., teachers, counselors, media
specialists) who have received appropriate training for a particular test may serve as test
administrators.
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SECTION II
Attendance and
Administrative Procedures
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Attendance
There is probably no factor more important to successful school progress than regular school
attendance. Students who are absent excessively from the instructional program will fall behind in
academic achievement. Excessive school absenteeism precedes grade failure, loss of interest, and
may result in students withdrawing from school.
The Miami-Dade County Public School System has the affirmative obligation to increase student
attendance through a monitoring process that will classify all absences as permissible or unexcused,
to inform parents of student absences, and to see that the compulsory attendance laws are enforced.
This obligation will be implemented by an attendance review procedure which monitors both the type
and number of student absences.
SCHOOL ATTENDANCE
Students are to be counted in attendance only if they are actually present or engaged in a schoolapproved educational activity which constitutes a part of the instructional program for the student. Even
though a student may not be listed as absent from school, students WILL BE recorded as ABSENT
from those classes missed (which are not directly related to the approved school activity).
EXCUSED SCHOOL ABSENCE
Absence from school may be permitted for the following reasons only:
1. Student illness
2. Medical appointment (doctor’s note required) which cannot be made on non-school time
(Only actual time of appointment and travel will be considered excused).
3. Death in the family
4. Observance of a religious holiday or service when mandated for all members of a faith that
such a holiday be observed
5. School-sponsored event or activity previously approved
6. Court appearance
Please Note: A student with special circumstances should have his/her parent contact the school
administration. In some instances, this may enable the student to receive a permissible excuse to do the
work assigned in advance.
All suspensions are considered excused absences.
UNEXCUSED SCHOOL ABSENCE
1. Absences due to vacation, personal services, local non-school events, programs or sporting
activities.
2. Absences due to older students providing day care services for siblings.
3. Absences due to illnesses of others.
4. Absences due to non-compliance with immunization requirement (unless lawfully exempted).
CLASS ATTENDANCE
EXCUSED CLASS ABSENCE
An excused class absence must fall into one of the categories that are defined under “Excused School
Absences”.
Students are to be counted in attendance if they are physically present or have been excused by the teacher
for a class-related assignment or have been requested by a member of the school support staff during that
period.
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Students granted an excused absence have the right to make up all classwork within a reasonable length
of time. Due to the nature of the work missed, it is possible that full credit may not be given for make-up
work. The student must request work from his/her teacher upon returning to class.
UNEXCUSED CLASS ABSENCE
Any absence that does not fall into one of the above excused absence categories is to be considered
unexcused. A student accumulating ten (10) or more unexcused absences during the school year in an
annual course or five (5) or more unexcused absences in a semester course will be subject to the
withholding of a passing final grade.
RESPONSIBILITIES
Attendance is taken and recorded by duly authorized persons at a designated time every official school
day.
A review of classes that have excessive absences is made in order to determine if the quality of the
instruction is a factor in the failure of students to attend class on a regular basis. Should this become the
case, appropriate action will take place to upgrade the quality of instruction in that particular classroom.
Students and parents are to be notified at the beginning of the school year that absences of five (5) days
in a semester course and ten (10) days in an annual course may result in the withholding of credit.
Any serious non-attendance case should be called to the attention of the assistant principal.
A screening process is established during the last week of each semester to review petitions submitted by
students with excessive unexcused absences. This procedure is designed to grant the issuing of final
grades to those students who can prove extenuating circumstances.
One of the following decisions is made by the screening committee:
1. Issuing of final grades – teachers are authorized to record the final grade earned by the
student;
2. Temporary withholding of final grades, pending one of the following:
-make-up assignments
-attendance probation for the following semester
-completion of a school service project; or
3. Denial of credit
The classroom teacher is expected to:
1. Encourage good class attendance with quality instruction and demonstrate an interest in the
welfare of students.
2. Accurately record attendance for the students enrolled in each class. The record should reflect
EXCUSED and UNEXCUSED absences.
3. Upon request of the student or parent, provide make-up assignments for excused absences,
including indoor/outdoor suspension.
4. Teachers MUST hold a parent conference before a student reaches the required number of
unexcused absences. A teacher may not withhold credit due to excessive unexcused absences if
this provision is not met.
5. Make daily attendance corrections.

ATTENDANCE PROCEDURES Daily Attendance (Homeroom):
1. Homeroom teachers should record their attendance on a daily basis before the
completion of the first block of each school day.
2. Homeroom attendance is the official attendance record for the school and will be
audited. *
3. Make sure students understand that official attendance is taken during the
homeroom period (first or second period). **
4. Teachers should not collect and retain notes or admits for student absences.
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5. You will be notified if your attendance is not completed by 8:30 a.m. as the upload
to ISIS will need to be completed. ***
6. DO NOT ALLOW LATE STUDENTS TO ENTER WITHOUT A PLASCO TICKET OR
PASS FROM ATTENDANCE OFFICE!
Daily Attendance (Class):
7. Take and record attendance/ tardiness for the students enrolled in each class.
8. After checking for the officially approved admit from the attendance office during
each period, the teacher should record excused (including early dismissal), and
any absences due to the student being tardy to school. If there is no admit after
three days, the absence or tardy should remain unexcused.
9. Teachers should not collect and retain notes or admits for student absences.
Students should keep those for their records.
10. For students attending a field trip, teachers must use an excused absence (A2) for class
attendance. Teachers should record the absence at the time they sign the Field Trip Permission
Form. Teachers can add a comment to denote a reason for excused absence.
11. All school sponsored events such as testing, sporting events, or other activities
should be entered as (A2), excused absence.
12. Parents should be contacted for any student who has missed three consecutive
classes. A referral should be written for any student who has accumulated over
five unexcused absences.
13. Remind students that if their absences are not excused, they can receive a
ZERO for all work done and they will not be issued make-up work.
Admits:
14. Students who are absent will only be able to present the accepted documentation (parent note
doctor’s note or court information) during lunch. They have three days after they return to school to
get the absence excused.
15. Students will only receive an admit if the absence is excused.
16. All admits should be signed by every teacher whose class was missed
17. Teachers must check the admits in each period and update the attendance for each class period.
18. Any absence not updated will remain unexcused.
19. Students should keep admits and early dismissal slips for their records.
Corrections:
20. Teachers must check the daily attendance column in their gradebook.
21. Corrections (or discrepancies) should be noted and turned in to the Attendance Office daily.
22. Please send student who appears absent in your grade book but is present in your class to the
attendance office. There is a chance the student was late to school and did not sign in as tardy.

STUDENT APPOINTMENTS
It will be the student’s and parent’s responsibility to see that a student attends school before and after medical or court
appointments. The parent of the student is to come to the Attendance Office and obtain a “Permit to Leave” for the
student before going to the designated appointment and complete the sign-in sheet in the Attendance Office upon
returning from the appointment.

Tardy/Class Cut Policy and Procedure
A tardy to school will be considered unsatisfactory unless the parent contacts the school the day of the tardy either by
phone or written note for one of the reasons listed under the “Excused School Absence” category. Students who
arrive to school after 7:20 a.m. will report to the room #102 (SCSI) to receive their tardy/detention slip and stay until
7:40 AM. Students who arrive after 7:40 a.m. will report to the SCSI to receive their tardy/detention slip and stay the
remainder of the block. It is imperative that you do not admit students after 7:20 a.m. without the proper admit or
detention slip.
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MOST TARDIES TO CLASS ARE UNNECESSARY. Sufficient time is allotted to reach the next class. A tardy to class will be
handled by the individual teacher in accordance with school policy. Students who are not in the room by the end of the tardy bell
will be considered tardy to class unless permission has been granted for him/her to be tardy.

SOUTHWEST MIAMI HIGH SCHOOL
PROGRESSIVE DISCIPLINE PLAN
GENERAL DISCIPLINE POLICIES

Offense
1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th
6th
7th

CUTTING CLASS, TRUANCY, UNSERVED
DETENTIONS, DISRUPTIONS, DEFIANCE
Number Outcome
Saturday School
Saturday School
1 day SCSI
2 days SCSI
3 days SCSI
STUDENT SUCCESS CENTER ASSIGNMENT (SSC)
SSC ASSIGNMENT
UNIFORM/DRESS CODE VIOLATIONS

Offense
1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th
6th
7Th

Number Outcome
Warning/ Corrective Action/Parent Contact
Lunch Detention
Lunch Detention
Saturday School/Lunch Detention
1 days SCSI
2 days SCSI
SSC ASSIGNMENT

Excessive Uniform Violations will result in the termination of extra-curricular activities.
ALL LATE ARRIVALS WILL BE PROCESSED THRU SCSI
TARDY TO SCHOOL (ARRIVAL BEFORE 8:30 AM)
Offense
Number Outcome
1st 2nd 3rd
4th or 5th
6th and 7th
8th and 9th
10 or more

WARNING: Students report to class without penalty
One detention
Saturday School
Two (2) days SCSI
SSS CENTER ASSIGNMENT

TRUANT TO SCHOOL (ARRIVAL AFTER 8:30 AM)
SUBJECT TO CONSEQUENCES AS STATED IN GENERAL DISCIPLINE PROCEDURES ABOVE.
Students who have a total of six (6) days of SSC Assignment and/or 10 or more absences and/or 20
or more days tardy/ excused early will not be allowed to participate in extra-curricular activities.
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STUDENT SUCCESS CENTER ASSIGNMENT: ALTERNATE TO OUTDOOR SUSPENSION
The violations listed below will result in a SUSPENSION or SSC assignment. REPEATED violations and/or
other more serious violations may result in recommendation for expulsion, as well as restitution.
Administrative decisions will be made based on the Code of Student Conduct and School Board Policy.
Consequences issued for infractions will be based on a case by case basis.
FIGHTING, USE OF NARCOTICS/MOOD MODIFIERS, USING PROFANITY TOWARDS A SCHOOL BOARD
EMPLOYEE, DAMAGING SCHOOL PROPERTY /VANDALISM. POSSESSION/DISTRIBUTION OF OBSCENE
MATERIAL, BULLYING

Detentions
Students must be given adequate WRITTEN NOTICE before they are to serve a detention. They must have
at least one FULL school day to serve the detention. Teachers may assign detentions up to one hour for
offenses against class or school rules. Longer detentions or more severe punishments may be assigned
by the assistant principal. If detentions are not served within the time required, the teacher should warn the
student, contact the parent, and double the detention specifying the dates on which the detentions must be
served. If the detentions are not served, referrals should be made to the assistant principal for further
disciplinary action.
If a student is assigned for any reason by an assistant principal to S.C.S.I., the student is permitted
to make up missed class work.

Dismissing Class
Students are to remain in their seats and ARE NOT to be dismissed before the bell rings.
Classes MUST NOT be detained after the bell rings; however, it must be understood that the TEACHER
dismisses the class. The bell is simply a reminder to the teacher to ensure uniform dismissal.

Opening of School and Announcements
The pledge to the flag, opening exercises and announcements will be telecast or broadcast over public
address system.
GUIDELINES FOR INSTRUCTION PERTAINING TO THE FLAG AND THE PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE
The flag and Pledge of Allegiance to the flag are important symbols of the democratic heritage of the United
States of America.
The public school system is one of the major social institutions responsible for the transmission of our
democratic heritage to present and future generations. In fulfilling that responsibility, each school through
its instructional programs and activities will provide knowledge of and encourage respect for the important
symbols of our nation.
Board policy, Florida and federal statutes, and court decisions provide the basis for the following guidelines
to be observed by each school in carrying on instructional activities in regard to the flag and the Pledge of
Allegiance.
1. Teachers will direct their instructional efforts so that students understand patriotism and
appreciate freedom in our country.
2. The essentials of the United States Constitution and flag education, including proper flag
display and flag salute will be taught in schools.
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3. In pledging allegiance to the flag, the following pledge will be used: “I pledge allegiance to the flag
of the United States of America, and to the republic for which it stands, one nation under God,
indivisible, with liberty and justice for all.”
4. The Pledge of Allegiance will be rendered by standing with the right hand over the heart.
5. Students who, for religious reasons or other deep personal conviction, do not participate in the salute
and Pledge of Allegiance to the flag WILL STAND OR SIT IN SILENCE. The staff will counsel with
students who do not participate in the Pledge and salute. Parents are to be contacted to determine
the reason for the student’s behavior. The main purpose for counseling would be to assist students
in understanding our democratic heritage and in respecting the rights of all citizens.


Responsibility for the Classroom

The classroom must be locked at all times WHEN THE TEACHER IS NOT IN THE ROOM. Students are
not permitted to remain in a room after the teacher has left. If the room is vacant for the period following
your class, lock the door when you leave and turn the lights and air-conditioning off.
1. Each teacher sharing a room is to assume responsibility for seeing that the classroom is maintained
in a neat and orderly condition.
2. Floating teachers must be allowed file and/or storage space for materials and folders, as well as a
dry-erase board.
3. The last person to use the room each day should close the windows, turn off the lights and air
conditioning (if applicable) and lock the door.



Safety to Life Inspections

Miami-Dade County Public Schools conducts an annual “Safety to Life Inspection” at each school
site. In order to prevent any deficiencies during the inspection, please adhere to the following
guidelines:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

All doors and fire exits must have at least 3 feet of unobstructed access.
An unobstructed 3 foot wide path leading to all doors and exit windows must be maintained.
Evacuation maps are placed on the wall closest to the door handle.
Strobe lights are not covered or obstructed.
Panic buttons are not covered or obstructed.
Glass panels located in the entrance/exit doors are not covered.
Items are not displayed or posted on all entrance/exit doors
Extension cords are not to be used as permanent outlets
Shades located on fire exit windows must remain open at all times.
Classroom decorations should not conflict with any of the above mentioned Safety to Life
requirements.
If classroom decorations are posted, please make sure that they do not engulf the entire
classroom and that they are properly stored and discarded as needed throughout the year.
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SECTION IV
General Responsibilities of
The Teacher
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GENERAL RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE TEACHER
 Absences and Tardiness of the Teacher
Any employee, who has a need to be absent, must call the Barbara Casas before 2:00 p.m. the day
before, or no later than 6:10 a.m. the day of the absence. By 2:00 p.m., on the day of the absence,
employees must notify the substitute locator of your return to work the following day. Failure to do so will
require the substitute locator to secure a temporary instructor for the following work day. Personnel are
also required to advise the school when tardy so that coverage may be provided. Failure to inform the
school will result in the hiring of a temporary instructor and reporting the employee on sick/personal
leave.
The Attendance Hotline Phone Number for Southwest is 305-412-7512.
This line can be called 24 hours a day 7 days a week to report your absence to our substitute locator. This
is a direct line to a voice mail box where you will be prompted to leave the following information:
• Name
• Employee Number
• Time message was left
• Type of Leave
• Date you will be out (indicate absent or late)



Pay Roll

It is the responsibility of each employee to sign in and sign out in the designated pay roll area.
Employees must only sign in or out for themselves. As per district policy, you must sign in prior to the
commencement of the school day.



Teachers Leaving the Building During Working Hours

If a teacher must leave the building during school hours, he/she must secure permission from the principal
or an assistant principal before signing out. All personal appointments should be made after 2:30 p.m.
Please do not request permission to leave during the work day unless an emergency occurs. All
employees who request to sign out must do so in the sign out book located in Sandra Rodriguez’s
office.



Bulletins and Announcements

You are asked to be responsible for all notices posted in the mailroom and for any additional
bulletins distributed through your mail box and via email.



Certification

It is the professional responsibility of each educator to provide the principal with a copy of a current,
valid Florida Educator’s Certificate and copies of other documentation such as Statement of
Eligibility and/or college transcripts, as may be applicable (Florida State Board Education
Administrative Policy 6A-1.0503)
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Reporting Child Abuse

CURRENT LAW AND/OR PRACTICE
Section 415.504 Florida Statutes requires mandatory reporting of all cases of child abuse. This statute
applies to suspected or confirmed reports against any persons, regardless of occupation, who is
alleged to be involved or any person who is alleged to have committed any act of child abuse. School
personnel are not exempted from mandatory reporting of child abuse even when a fellow employee
is suspected or confirmed of the abuse.
WHEN IN DOUBT, REPORT CHILD ABUSE
Any person, including, but not limited to, physician, nurse, teacher, social worker, or employee of
a public or private facility serving children, who has reason to believe that a child has been subject
to child abuse shall report or cause reports to be made to the Department of Children and Families.
Knowing and willful failure to report or cause to be reported suspected or confirmed abuse, and
knowing and willful prevention of another from making such a report is a crime punishable by up to
two months in jail and up to a $500 fine, Sections 775.082 and 775.083 Florida Statutes, and may be
subject to disciplinary action from M-DCPS. It is suggested that once a report is made, the principal
or appropriate school administrator be notified.
Child abuse is defined to include harm or threatened harm to a child’s health or welfare and/or
willful negligent acts which result in: neglect, malnutrition, sexual abuse, physical injury, mental
injury or failure to provide sustenance, clothing, shelter or medical treatment.
PROCEDURES
Anyone aware of child abuse, suspected or confirmed, shall immediately make a report by calling
the Miami office of the Department of Children and Families at 1-800-96-ABUSE or the State of
Florida Child Abuse Registry, Tallahassee, Florida 1-800-342-9152.



Collecting Money

No money is to be collected unless approved by the principal. Money collected for any reason must
be deposited as soon as possible with the school treasurer. All deposits must be made within 24
hours of collection. The treasurer’s office will be open from 8:00 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.
UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES SHOULD MONEY BE LEFT IN ANY CLASSROOM, DESK OR
OFFICE, LOCKED OR UNLOCKED.
Fund-raising projects must be approved by the principal and included in budgets. Forms for such
arrangements are secured from the Activities Director who will present them to the principal for
approval. Only after securing written approval may the project be implemented.



Corporal Punishment

Corporal Punishment is NOT administered at Southwest Miami Senior High School. Refer to M-DCPS
Board Policy #6Gx13-5D-1.07 and 228.041 (27) F.S.
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Custodial Help

If you need the assistance of a custodian, please make the request in writing and give it to the
assistant principal in-charge of custodians.
In case of emergency, call the custodian’s office (ext. 2238) or send a reliable student. If you receive
no answer at ext. 2238, call the main office at ext. 2231.



Faculty Meetings

Tuesdays at 2:30 p.m. are reserved for mandatory faculty meetings, departmental meetings, UTD
meetings, and professional development. Please refer to memorandum located on page 87.



Guidance Services

Counselors schedule educational and vocational conferences with all students routinely throughout
the school year. If a need for assistance arises prior to this time, the student is to fill out a Request
for Conference form in full and give it to the guidance secretary. Students may pick up the form on
the counter in the guidance office.



Hall Passes & Restrictions

Students are not permitted in the halls at any time during class periods without a hall pass. The
hall pass must include the student’s name, date, time, purpose, and teacher’s signature. Students
who are caught in the hallway without a pass will be placed in SCSI for the remainder of the class
period/day.
The MDCPS Official Hall Pass with all the information completed MUST be used any time a student
is to be excused from the class. This form is used for ALL purposes.
Students should not be allowed to leave a class during the first 30 and last 30 minutes of the
period.

 Ill or Injured Students
INJURED STUDENTS
The full-time nursing clinic is available in Room 036 (Clinic) to evaluate the nature of the injury and
determine if emergency services are required. If so, 911 is called immediately. The parents are
also called and a request is made for them to come to the school immediately. An accident/injury
report must be completed and filed in the main office within 24 HOURS.
ILL STUDENTS
Ill students may be sent to the clinic with a pass and may call a parent to come pick them up. They
may then wait in the clinic until the parent arrives. If the illness is determined to be serious and
emergency services are required, fire rescue is called immediately.
The school also provides cots, wheelchairs, ice packs, and other non-medical first aids for students
who need them. First aid supplies are kept in the clinic.
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Media Center

Students are not to be sent to the Media Center for any reason other than book check out/return or
research related class work. No more than six (6) students may be excused from a class to the Media
Center at one time. Each student must have his/her own pass.
A teacher may TAKE the entire class to the Media Center, if proper advance arrangements have been
made with Mrs. Bravo-San Pedro. THE TEACHER IS TO SUPERVISE HIS/HER STUDENTS THE
ENTIRE TIME THEY ARE IN THE MEDIA CENTER.
Books and audio/visual materials are available for teachers to check out from the Media Center.



Lost and Found

The Attendance Office operates the Lost and Found Department. All items, except books, should be turned
in and picked up there. Lost books should be turned in to Mrs. Maria Elena Martinez. They will be returned
to the issuing teacher or department chairperson.



Lunch Procedure

Each teacher/student will be provided with a 30 minute lunch period. Classrooms are to be locked at all
times when there is NOT a class in the room.



Property Control

Equipment is NOT to be removed from its assigned area without the approval of the administrator
overseeing property and inventory.

Request for Special Activities



Permission must be obtained for special activities, club meetings, sales, outside school functions, and inschool functions and arrangements must be made with the Activities Director for the use of school facilities.



Security

School monitors will be on duty from 6:50 a.m. until 2:50 p.m. Their primary duties will be supervising the
loading and unloading of buses, patrolling parking lots and halls, checking hall passes, and helping to keep
the building secure from outside intruders. If you need the assistance of security or an administrator, use
the call button or call the receptionist at “0”.



Student Dress Code

Southwest Miami High School is a mandatory uniform school as voted by the parents. A sample of our
school uniform is on display in the office. Progressive disciplinary actions will be taken for those students
who fail to comply with the uniform dress code. Please review the uniform dress code below.
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UNIFORM POLICY
Shirts (Boys & Girls)
“Polo” style shirts that are black, purple or white. Undershirts that are worn must be white or black.
Pants (Boys & Girls)
Black or Khaki in an appropriate style. Jeans, spandex, sweat pants, or yoga pants are not permitted.
Pants must be worn appropriately at the waist. The “dropping” of pants is not permitted. No leggings.
Skirts/Skorts/Capris/ Shorts (Boys & Girls)
No type of skirts, skorts, capris or shorts are permitted to be worn.
Shoes (Boys & Girls)
Closed shoes are mandatory. Slippers, bedroom shoes, crocs, and soft sole shoes are not permitted.
Jackets (Boys & Girls)
Students are not permitted to wear anything over their head. Jackets may not have hoodies. Students
are only permitted to wear Southwest jackets or jackets pertaining to the school colors that do not have
hoodies.
SPECIAL NOTES
Clothes must be the correct size for the student and fit properly. Visible under/outer garments must be in
uniform colors. Belts are mandatory. Unless it is a pre-announced “dress down day,” jeans are not
permitted. Hats, caps, bandanas, and gang-affiliated clothing or accessories are not permitted. Book bags
with gang-affiliated signs, drawings promoting drugs or drug use, and general graffiti are not permitted.
Periodic uniform sweeps will occur throughout the year.

Students Leaving School Grounds



No student is to leave school grounds during the school day.
Teachers are NOT to send pupils off school grounds or to the parking lots. Any student leaving school
grounds with a parent must check out through the Attendance Office.
18 year old students are not allowed to sign themselves out of school. Parents are contacted in all cases.



Teachers leaving the Classroom

Do not leave your class unattended. If it becomes imperative for you to leave your class for a short time,
be sure to arrange for another teacher to cover your class. If prolonged absence is necessary,
arrangements must be made with the administrator assigned to your department. Laboratory or shop
classes must NEVER be left unattended, even briefly.



Teachers Observations - IPEGS

All teachers will be observed each year by the principal or one of the assistant principals according to the
following schedule:
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Contract Status

Required Number of Observations a Year

Timeframe*

Probationary Contract

2

1 per semester, concluding by the
end of the third grading period

Annual Contract

1

By the end of the third grading
period

Professional Service
Contract

1

Continuing Contract

1

By the end of the third grading
period
By the end of the third grading
period

Teacher’s Working Hours



Teacher’s working hours are from 7:10 a.m. until 2:30 p.m.



Textbooks

Textbooks will be issued by the individual teacher who will be responsible for maintaining accurate and
complete records on STOP. The book number and condition of each book must also be recorded in the
teacher’s grade book. Additionally, the student’s name, the teacher’s name, and the condition of the book
must be recorded in the front of the textbook so that if lost and found, they may be returned to the issuing
teacher.



Student Exclusion

A disruptive student may be removed from a class through exclusion. When a student has shown a constant and/or
escalating disruptive behavior and the teacher has had a conference with the student, a conference with the parent
and referred the student to a counselor with minimal or no result in improving behavior, the teacher may “exclude” the
student from class. The teacher must write a referral indicating the actions referred to above. The student will remain
“excluded” pending a meeting between the teacher and parent/guardian within 5 days. A decision will be made, with
teacher approval, whether or not the student will return to class. While excluded from class, the teacher will forward
assignments through the S.C.S.I. Instructor.



Search and Seizure

Students have the right of privacy of person as well as freedom from unreasonable search and seizure or property
guaranteed by the Fourth Amendment to the Constitution of the United States. That individual right, however, is balanced
by the school’s responsibility for protecting the health, safety and welfare of its students. Search of a student may be
conducted upon reasonable suspicion that the student has contraband or evidence that he/she has violated the law or rule
of the school and/or School Board Policies listed in the Student Code of Conduct.
The United States Supreme Court has provided definitions of “reasonable suspicion” and the scope of a
search which should guide school officials in executing the procedures. The Court ruled that a student is
ordinarily justified at its inception:
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Rational Basis: Reasonable suspicion must be rational. “Intuition” or “gut feelings” are not enough. Neither is the
observation of “sneaky” or “secretive” behavior sufficient. The school official’s prior experience with the particular
student being searched (or lack of such experience) and the student’s prior record of misconduct (or lack of any such
record) should be taken into consideration. If suspicion is based on information from another student, the credibility of
the informant and any obvious motives for misrepresentation by the informant must be considered.
When there is reasonable suspicion that a student has property on his/her person that constitutes a crime
or rule violation, or that the student possesses evidence of a crime or violation of law, he/she should be
removed to a private office and asked to remove articles from his/her person in the presence of an
administrator.



Visitors to the Building

All guest speakers or programs must be cleared with the administrator of curriculum in advance. Upon
arrival, ALL visitors must sign in at the front desk and then report to the main office where they will be
granted authorization to enter the campus and escorted to their designated location. All visitors and
substitute teachers are required to wear an ID badge. Anyone found in the building that is not employed at
Southwest and has not received proper authorization will be escorted off the campus.
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SECTION V

Emergency Procedures and School
Board Policies
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EMERGENCY PROCEDURES


Critical Incidence Response Plan

CLASSROOM SUPPORT
1.

Lead a classroom discussion to assist students in processing their reactions to the incident, avoiding
unnecessary details.

2.

Provide an opportunity and activities for students to express their reactions and concerns, e.g., letter writing,
condolence cards, drawings, memory book.

3.

Discuss with students (if applicable) visitation/funeral procedures and customs.

4.

Identify and inform the main office of students you feel are in need of counseling services or are at risk.

5.

Notify the main office if you would like a counseling professional to assist in the classroom.

6.

Modify/set aside regularly scheduled activities (especially tests) in order to address the emotionality of the
event.

7.

Gradually guide students toward the resumption of normal class routine and expectations. Note: Children
tend to deal with traumatic loss in a spasmodic fashion. Remain flexible to return to supportive activities,
as deemed necessary.

8.

Notify a school counseling professional and parent regarding concerns over student’s post-trauma behavior
or performance.



Code Red

The following procedures have been designed in the event that a situation occurs that requires us to lockdown and
secure the facility. In the event of an EMERGENCY lockdown, an administrator will come over the public
address system/walkie-talkies and say the following: CODE RED or CODE YELLOW. A Code Red will
only be used if there is imminent danger INSIDE our building. A Code Yellow will only be used if there is
imminent danger OUTSIDE our building. The procedures for both codes are almost identical with only a
few variations. When you hear either one of these messages you are to carry out the following
procedures:
1.

Teachers are to lock all exit doors to their rooms and pull shades to windows down. Teachers in the
portables are to lock all exit doors, shut all windows and close exterior shutters.

2.

Teachers are to keep ALL their students in the classroom. For a code red move students to HARD
CORNER area away from windows and doors, for a code yellow students can remain at their desk. Once
this announcement has been made:

a.

DO NOT CHANGE CLASSES. All bells MUST be ignored including the fire alarm.

b.

Shutdown all computers except for the teacher’s station. Teacher’s computer should have e-mail open to
facilitate communication between staff and administration ONLY!

c.

All TVs and radios must be turned off.

d.

All student cell phones must be off.
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3.

PE teachers are to reassemble all their classes and go to their designated classroom.

4.

Security will be assigned to lock ALL exterior doors and gates. No one enters the building without approval
from the administration. (See assignments and responsibilities.)

5.

Cafeteria Manager will secure loading dock doors, lock cafeteria doors, and secure all sharp objects.

6.

Custodial crew will check and secure all restrooms. They will bring all students they find with them to the
main office. (See assignments and responsibilities.)
In the event this situation occurs during lunch all students in spill out and west hallway will be moved into
the gym. All students in east hallway will be directed to the auditorium and everyone in the cafeteria will
remain there. Security personnel assigned to those areas will assist with supervision. Custodians will
take over the responsibility of locking down the wings.
Once the situation has cleared, an administrator will again come over the public address system/walkietalkies and say: “The Code Red (Code Yellow) situation is all clear,” At this time, and only after this
announcement, the bells will go back on and we will continue with the rest of the day, or special
instructions will be given.
We are required to conduct one Code Red and one Code Yellow drill a year. During these drills an
administrator will come over the public address system/walkie-talkies and say: “Code Red (or Code
Yellow) DRILL.” We will carry out the above procedures in order to instruct the students, but not scare
them. At the end of the drill, an administrator will come over the public address system/walkie-talkies and
say: “The Code Red/Yellow DRILL is over.” At this time, everyone should continue with his or her
regularly scheduled activities.



Emergency Plans and Security Procedures

One plan cannot provide for all emergencies, but a basic plan, if understood, can provide precautionary
controls and can serve as a base for which modification can be made as needed.
The primary responsibility of school personnel in time of emergency is to provide for the protection and
safety of students and insofar as possible, to isolate and control the disturbance or emergency.
Routine safety and security procedures are to be observed at all times while school is in session.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Teachers will lock doors at all times.
Gates are to be kept closed except when in use. Gates which should be kept locked or manned
will be specified individually and responsibility assigned.
Adults and non-students must have visitor’s passes. Strangers will be referred to the office as
circumstances warrant. Loiterers will be requested to leave. Immediately report to the office anyone
who refuses to leave.
Raul, Head Custodian, will be responsible for locking rooms in which substitutes have been
teaching.
Routine procedures will be supplemented when school is not in session (work days and after hours).

1.
2.

All west wing doors and all gates will be kept locked. Only Buildings 2 and 3 east doors and the
front door will be opened.
Isolated areas will be used only if unavoidable (band, driver education, diversified art rooms) and,
if used, will be kept locked and used only with more than one person in occupancy.
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In any emergency situation, the following instructions will be observed.
TEACHERS
1.
2.
3.
4.

Maintain calm and order in the classroom
Keep all pupils in class
Lock the door to prevent intrusion
Listen for announcements. Do not dismiss pupils except on the bell signal or through
announcements regardless of the time schedules
CUSTODIANS

1.
2.
3.

Lock all bathrooms
Move throughout the building collecting any instruments that might be used as weapons (pipes,
tools, bottles, etc.)
Be available to lock or chain such doors and gates which may be needed to localize problems
CAFETERIA STAFF

1.

Close and lock doors to serving lines and secure the cafeteria against outsiders. All staff members
should remain in the kitchen

If a disturbance occurs or appears imminent, the following special assignments will be in force.
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Office area responsibilities will be assumed by counselors who will alert and keep the area, security and
community and information services apprised of developments. South Region Center (305) 595-7022/
MDCPS-Security (305) 995-COPS/ Citizens Information Center (305) 995-4638. All personnel are
instructed not to make ANY outgoing calls in order to keep the switchboard lines available for emergency
calls.
Administration will notify custodians, and alert any feeder schools if necessary
Rumor control phones will be manned by administrator over clerical team.
Department heads will assume command of and secure their wings
P.E. personnel will patrol the gymnasium
Designated administrator will
- Assist security
- Record events, violators, injured
- Direct teachers available and coordinate activities

7.

The Athletic Director and designated administrator will coordinate first aid to the injured and
notification of parents.



Fire or Fire Drill

Directions for vacating the building are posted by the door in each room. Students are to follow directions
quietly and quickly. Close all doors. Remain in the designated waiting area with the students until the ALL
CLEAR bell sounds. Be sure to take your grade book with you when you leave the building, and remain
with your students AT ALL TIMES. (See also Section V – Standard Building Evacuation Signals for MiamiDade County Public Schools.)
Administrative policy requires that ten fire drills be conducted during the school year. All faculty, staff members and
students must participate in the drill. Please, review the evacuation procedures with all students in your classes.
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

Procedures:
Signal the students to prepare to evacuate.
Take the class roll book and instruct students to leave books, but to take minimal personal belongings.
Proceed to the room exit and evacuate the room.
Teachers will check to see that everyone has departed the room.
Close the classroom door. Do not lock the door.
Follow the assigned evacuation route to the assembly area. Teachers are to join students and make sure
that students are far enough away (at least 50 feet) from the building to allow the egress of other individuals
and to allow the entry of emergency personnel if required.
Evacuate quickly, but do not permit running, shoving, and/or tripping.
Conversations are to be held to a minimum so that communications can be heard.
Staff is assigned to open the exit doors when required.
Have students assembled in an orderly line outside.
Take roll. Report missing person(s) to the principal or assistant principal.
Stand in an orderly and quiet formation in your assigned area until the “all clear” is signaled for return.
Report any difficulties or traffic jams, etc. to the administrative staff.

In case of real emergency- KEEP COOL AND USE YOUR BEST JUDGMENT.
Other exits may be used, plus alternate (secondary) routes when necessary.
TEACHERS ARE REQUIRED BY STATE LAW TO HAVE THEIR ATTENDANCE ROSTER
WITH THEM AND TAKE ATTENDANCE WHEN THEY REASSEMBLE OUTSIDE.
ATTENDANCE ROSTERS SHOULD BE PRINTED EVERY NINE WEEKS.
Zone Mechanic and all Custodial Staff will report to the Main Office to determine cause of alarm and
assist with containment.
•
The principal’s secretary and the treasurer will be responsible for making sure that the main office has
been cleared of all faculty and staff. The registrar and Student Services Clerk will be responsible for
students who are in the office. The cafeteria manager will ensure that all personnel have exited the
kitchen and that it is secured.
•
All staff with walkie-talkies will report their areas clear to Ms. Luis and await further instructions.
•
The administrative staff will check with teachers to confirm all students have exited the building and that
roll is being taken.
•
Any student with a physical disability on the second floor must be reported to an administrator so that
assistance can be provided.
•
Teachers not scheduled for classes will report to the front of the building to assist with the large classes
or wherever needed.
**If the alarm should go off during lunch, security will instruct the students to exit the building, and teachers at
lunch will assist with those students.
** If the alarm should sound between classes students are to meet the teacher they are reporting to outside at the
designated meeting point.

•



Standard Building Evacuation Signals for Miami-Dade County Schools

For reasons of safety, all schools are required to use the following signals for building evacuation.

Primary and secondary evacuation routes must be posted in each room.
When the evacuation signal is sounded:
1.

The teacher will take his/her place AT THE ROOM EXIT and at his/her signal, pupils will
march out in regular order. PUPILS WILL MAINTAIN SILENCE.
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2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

While pupils are walking out, teachers will check the room to see that everyone has left.
He/she will then CLOSE the door, but leave it UNLOCKED, turn off the lights and join
his/her pupils as they exit.
Windows are not to be closed (if opened), shades are not to be drawn, and classroom
items are to be left in the room. Teachers must take class roll books with them.
Pupils not under direct supervision of a teacher are to be instructed to leave the building
with the nearest supervised group.
The first person out of a building exit door will secure it in an open position. If doors cannot
be secured open, the teacher will designate pupils to hold them open until the evacuation
is completed at which time those students will join their group.
Teachers will keep their groups intact and under their discipline, will direct them to the predesignated spots at least 100 feet away from the building and be alert to receive and
execute any further instructions received from the principal or fire department.
Teachers will carry roll books or other information necessary to take attendance of their
class. Roll will be CHECKED by each teacher.
Teachers will see that pupils move as quickly as is consistent with safety, but will remember
that good order and quiet movement are more important than sheer speed.
In the event that an exit or stairway is blocked, move away from the danger and use the
nearest safety exit.
On hearing the signal, custodians, assistant principals and supporting personnel will carry
out the instructions previously given to them by the principal.
All open fires in the cafeteria, shop, etc. will be extinguished.
Only after pupils are evacuated will efforts be made to fight or control the fire.

Bullying and Harassment
Policy Against Bullying and Harassment
MIAMI DADE COUNTY PUBLIC SCHOOLS
Miami Dade County Public Schools (M-DCPS) is committed to providing a safe learning environment for
all students. To this end, M-DCPS is dedicated to eradicating bullying and harassment in its schools by
providing awareness, prevention and education in promoting a school atmosphere in which bullying,
harassment, and intimidation will not be tolerated by students, school board employees, visitors, or
volunteers.
For further information regarding bullying and harassment, please refer to:
School Board Policy 5517.02

Procedures for Promoting and Maintaining a Safe Learning Environment: Reporting
Incidents
As per School Board Policy 8141, all employees of Miami-Dade County Public Schools are required to
report any criminal act or other disruptive behavior occurring on Miami-Dade County School Board
property to the responsible administrator or designee. The responsible administrator will conduct an
immediate investigation of the allegation and, upon verification of a criminal act, report the incident for
investigation to the Miami-Dade Schools Police Department at 305-995-2677.

Conduct-Standards of Behavior
As per School Board Policy 3210, schools shall promote a positive school climate that supports academic
achievement and emphasizes civility, fairness, mutual respect, and acceptance of diversity. The Code of
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Student Conduct Elementary, Code of Student Conduct Secondary, and the Code of Student Conduct
Adult/Vocational Education, incorporated by reference, apply to all students in the District. Copies of
these documents are on file in the Office of Board Recording Secretary, and the Citizen Information
Center, and shall be available in each school and special center.
The Superintendent, principals, and other administrators shall assign discipline/corrective strategies to
students pursuant to the Code of Student Conduct and, where required by law, protect the student’s due
process rights to notice, hearing, and appeal. Additional guidelines for the maintenance of appropriate
student behavior are issued by memorandum from District administration.

Corporal Punishment
As per School Board Policy 5630, teachers or other designated members of the staff are authorized to
control students assigned to them and shall keep order in the classroom.
Corporal punishment is strictly prohibited. Comprehensive programs for alternative discipline include, but
are not limited to, counseling, timeout rooms, in-school suspension centers, student mediation and
conflict resolution, parental involvement, alternative education programs, and other forms of positive
reinforcement.
Suspensions and/or expulsions are also available as administrative disciplinary actions depending upon
the severity of the misconduct (Policy 5610).
Instructional and support staff, within the scope of their employment, may use and apply reasonable force
to quell a disturbance threatening physical injury to others, to obtain possession of weapons or other
dangerous objects upon or within the control of the student, in self-defense, or for the protection of
persons or property. F.S. 1003.02, 1003.32

Discrimination/Harassment
As per School Board Policy 1362, the School Board shall comply with all Federal laws and regulations
prohibiting discrimination and with all requirements and regulations of the U.S. Department of Education.
The Board shall maintain an educational and work environment which is free from all forms of
discrimination/harassment, including sexual harassment. This commitment applies to all District
operations, programs, and activities. All students, administrators, teachers, staff, and all other school
personnel share responsibility for avoiding, discouraging, and reporting any form of prohibited
harassment. This policy applies to prohibited conduct occurring on school property, or at another location
if such conduct occurs during an activity sponsored by the Board.
The Board will vigorously enforce its prohibition against discrimination/harassment based on sex, race,
color, ethnic or national origin, religion, marital status, disability, genetic information, age, political beliefs,
sexual orientation, gender, gender identification, social and family background, linguistic preference,
pregnancy, and any other legally prohibited basis. Retaliation against an employee or student for
engaging in a protected activity is prohibited.
The District, community, as well as third parties, who feel aggrieved, are encouraged to seek assistance
to rectify the problems. An employee who has a reasonable and good-faith belief that s/he has been the
subject of discrimination/harassment based on the protected categories shall communicate in writing to
the Board according to the District's anti-discrimination/harassment complaint procedure rule. No
anonymous complaints shall be accepted or processed. The Board will investigate allegations of
discrimination/harassment and in those cases where legally prohibited discrimination or harassment is
substantiated; the Board will take immediate steps to end the discrimination/harassment. Individuals who
are found to have engaged in discrimination/harassment will be subject to appropriate disciplinary action.
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"District community" means students, administrators, teachers, staff, and all other school personnel,
including Board members, agents, or other persons subject to the control and supervision of the Board.
"Third parties" include, but are not limited to, guests and/or visitors on District property (e.g., visiting
speakers, participants on opposing athletic teams, parents), vendors doing business with, or seeking to
do business with, the Board, and other individuals who come in contact with members of the District
community at school-related events/activities (whether on or off District property).
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Dress Code
Please refer to School Board Policy 5511

Drug-Free Workplace
As per School Board Policy 4124, the purpose of this policy is to:
A.

promote a healthy, safe workplace.

B.

seek the rehabilitation of permanent employees with a self-admitted or detected substance
abuse problem.

C.

eliminate substance abuse problems in the workplace.

D.

provide a consistent model of substance-free behavior for students.

E.

provide a clear standard of conduct for District employees.

F.

communicate that persons who violate the standards of conduct cited in this rule and who
refuse or cannot be assisted by rehabilitation or who have negatively impacted students
and/or staff shall be dismissed.

G.

hire drug-free employees.

Illegal Drugs
A.

Employees on duty or on Board property shall not manufacture, distribute, dispense,
possess or use illegal drugs, or be under the influence of such drugs.

B.

Employees on or off duty will not influence students to use illegal drugs or abuse legal
drugs.

C.

An employee convicted, adjudicated guilty, or who has entered a plea of guilty for any
criminal drug statute violation occurring in the workplace shall notify the District within fortyeight (48) hours after final judgment.

One time only, prior to testing, the district shall give all job applicants and part-time employees going to
full-time employment a written statement of its policy on a drug-free workplace.

Alcohol and Prescription Drugs
A.

Employees on duty or on Board property shall not be under the influence of alcohol.
Employees in safety sensitive positions will be free of measurable alcohol concentrations.
Safety-sensitive positions are defined in the Drug-Free Workplace Technical Guide,
incorporated by reference. Employees shall not manufacture or use alcoholic beverages
while on Board property or on duty.

B.

Employees on duty will not use or take prescription drugs above the level recommended by
the prescribing physician, and will not use prescribed drugs for purposes other than what the
prescribed drugs were intended. In addition, the employee will not distribute or dispense
such drugs, except as provided in Policy 5330.
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Pre-Employment Drug Screening
A.

The District shall require pre-employment drug screening of applicants according to the
Drug-Free Workplace Technical Guide.

B.

Applicants will be referred to Board approved, independent, certified laboratories utilizing
recognized techniques and procedures as described in the Drug-Free Workplace Technical
Guide.

C.

Specimens collected shall not be used to conduct any other analysis or test unless
otherwise authorized by law.

D.

The validity period for pre-employment drug screening is one (1) year.

E.

Applicants will be informed in advance of the requirement of a negative drug screen as a
condition of employment. Applicants testing positive will not be eligible for employment by
the District for three (3) years from the date of the test. Applicants for designated positions
will be informed of the requirements for a random drug screening test, without prior
notification, after employment, under existing labor contracts, statutes, OTETA, and Board
policies.

Employee Physical Examinations/Screening/Health Services
A.

Drug screening shall be included in all physical examinations; existing employees and
contracted persons in covered positions will be screened under the Omnibus Transportation
Employee Testing Act of 1991 (OTETA), and as required under existing labor contracts,
statutes, State Board rules, and Board policies.

B.

Circumstances under which testing may be considered include, but are not limited to, the
following:
1.

observed use of illegal drugs and/or abuse of alcohol during work hours;

2.

apparent physical state of impairment of motor functions;

3.

marked changes in personal behavior on the job not attributable to other factors;

4.

employee involvement in serious or repetitive accidents on the job causing personal
injury to self or others and/or significant property damage;

5.

employee involvement in an accident requiring the vehicle to be towed or medical
treatment away from the scene of the accident; and

6.

any vehicular fatality.

C.

Drug and/or alcohol screening shall be conducted by Board approved, independent, certified
laboratories utilizing recognized techniques and procedures as described in the District's
Drug-Free Workplace Technical Guide which shall be located in the Board Office, Citizen
Information Center, and the Office of the Board Clerk.

D.

Medical records and related information shall be maintained in strict confidentiality, with the
highest regard for employee privacy consistent with Florida's Public Records Act and the
purpose of achieving and maintaining a drug-free workplace. Any laboratory contract shall
provide that the contractor's records are to be kept confidential under provisions of Florida
laws. The District shall establish a system of maintaining records to include both the
District's and the contractor's record of applicant and employee urinalysis and blood alcohol
results.
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E.

Chemical dependency is an illness that can be successfully treated. It is the policy of the
District, where possible, to seek rehabilitation of permanent employees with a self-admitted
or detected drug problem.

Disciplinary Sanctions
Employees who violate these standards of conduct and who the Board determines will not be assisted by
rehabilitation or who have negatively impacted students and/or staff shall be dismissed. A refusal to
submit to a drug test or a second violation of this policy shall constitute an inability to be assisted by
rehabilitation. Nothing precludes the Board from seeking criminal prosecution for violation of this policy
where the Board deems appropriate.
F.S. 440.101, 440.102
20 U.S.C. 3224A
20 U.S.C. Omnibus Transportation Testing Act of 1991
20 U.S.C. 701-706 Rehabilitative Act 1973
20 U.S.C. 86-201
20 U.S.C. 3171 et seq.
29 U.S.C. 705(2), 794, 794a
34 C.F.R. Parts 85, 86, 104
34 C.F.R. 34-86.201
41 U.S.C. 701 et seq., Drug-Free Workplace Act of 1988
Vocation Rehabilitation Act of 1973
Drug-Free Schools and Communities Act of 1986

Employee Assistance Program (EAP)
As per School Board Policy 416, the School Board encourages the earliest possible identification and
intervention for mental health problems, illegal drug use or controlled substance abuse, emotional
problems, and other personal concerns, and supports sound treatment efforts. Whenever feasible, the
District will assist employees and their immediate families in resolving these issues. However, the
decision to seek assistance and accept treatment is primarily the individual employee's responsibility. Any
costs associated with treatment in excess of those costs covered by the employee's medical insurance
plan shall be borne by the individual.
Employees and their families may seek assistance from the Employee Assistance Program (EAP).
Assistance will be provided on a confidential basis, and each individual will be referred to the appropriate
treatment and counseling services.
Although the District will assist an employee to the extent feasible through the EAP, the Board cannot
guarantee that the employee's problems will not impact adversely the employee's job performance and
employment status through disciplinary action.
F.S. 1012.798
Rehabilitation Act of 1973, 29 U.S.C. 794

Employee-Student Relationship
School Board Policy 3210 states that nothing is more important to Miami-Dade County Public Schools than
protecting the physical and emotional well-being of its students. This policy is developed to ensure that all
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School Board employees will conform to the highest professional, moral, and ethical standards in dealing
with students on or off school property.
As such, all School Board personnel are strictly prohibited from engaging in unacceptable relationships
and/or communications with students. Unacceptable relationships and/or communications with students
include, but are not limited to the following: dating; any form of sexual touching or behavior; making sexual,
indecent or illegal proposals, gestures or comments; exploiting an employee-student relationship for any
reason; and/or demonstrating any other behavior which gives an appearance of impropriety.
Any School Board employee who has knowledge of or has reasonable cause to suspect that another School
Board employee is engaging in unacceptable relationships and/or communications with a student, as herein
defined, shall immediately report such information to a site or region supervisor. Failure to do so shall

constitute a violation of this Rule.

EQUAL ACCESS -- AVAILABILITY OF SECONDARY SCHOOL FACILITIES TO
STUDENTS FOR MEETINGS
In accordance with School Board Policy 5730, The Equal Access Act, the Board authorizes
secondary school premises to be made available to students who wish to conduct meetings during
non-instructional time. Non-instructional time is defined as the time set aside by the school in
the morning before actual classroom instruction begins or in the afternoon after actual
classroom instruction ends, exclusive of the optional periods offered by the Board. The use of
secondary school premises for these meetings may be approved by the school's administrative
staff in accordance with the following provisions:
A. The meeting:
1. Is voluntary and student-initiated;
2. Does not materially and substantially interfere with the orderly conduct of educational
activities within the school;
3. Is not directed, conducted, controlled, or regularly attended by non-school persons;
4. Does not require additional tax funds;
5. Is not unlawful.
B. The length of the meeting shall not extend beyond 5:00 p.m., unless extended by individual
school policy.
C. Admission fees are not charged during the course of the meeting.
D. An application for use of secondary school premises must be properly executed by the student
initiating the request, utilizing forms available from the school office where use is being requested.
There shall be no sponsorship of the meetings by the school, the School Board, or its agents or
employees. The term "sponsorship" includes the act of promoting, leading, or participating in a
meeting. The assignment of a teacher, administrator, or other school employee to a meeting for
custodial purposes does not constitute sponsorship for the meeting. Employees or agents of the
school or School Board may be present at meetings only in a non-participatory capacity.
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Use of school premises shall not be denied on the basis of the number of participants or on the
basis of the content of the speech at such meetings, e.g., religious, political, philosophical; however,
nothing in this rule shall be construed to limit the authority of the school, its agents or employees,
to maintain order and discipline on school premises, to protect the well-being of students and
faculty, and to assure that attendance of students at meetings is voluntary.
E. Denial by the principal of the use of school premises to any student-initiated group for the
purposes of conducting a meeting during non-instructional time may be appealed to the
Assistant Superintendent of School Operations.
Specific Authority: 230.22(2) F.S.
Law Implemented, Interpreted, or Made Specific: The Equal Access Act - P.L. 98-377; 20
U.S.C. 4071

MAINTENANCE OF APPROPRIATE STUDENT BEHAVIOR
School Board Policy 8405 states that the schools are established for the benefit of all students. The
educational purposes of the schools are accomplished best in a climate of student behavior that is socially
acceptable and conducive to the learning and teaching process. Student behavior that disrupts this process
or that infringes upon the rights of other individuals will not be tolerated. The School Board endorses a zero
tolerance policy toward school related violent crime.
The School Board reaffirms its support of the administrative staff and teachers in taking all necessary steps
to enforce and implement all School Board rules pertaining to the maintenance of appropriate student
behavior. Important among these rules are those in the areas of conduct, corporal punishment, suspensions
and expulsions, and climate for learning.
The School Board directs that:
•

The Superintendent of Schools, through the Miami-Dade Schools Police Department shall pursue the
investigation and assist in the subsequent prosecution of any adults inciting students to perform violent and
unlawful acts in the schools; and

•

Each individual teacher shall be granted full disciplinary authority over every student in his/her classroom,
in accordance with Florida Statutes, Florida Board of Education rules, School Board rules, and
administrative memoranda.
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I.

Guidelines for assisting in the maintenance of appropriate student behavior are found in Florida Statutes,
administrative memoranda and the following School Board Policies:
Board Policy

Number Title

INSTRUCTIONAL STAFF
3111

Designation of a New Position

3113

Conflicting Employment or Contractual Relationship

3120

Employment of Instructional Staff

3120.01

Professional and Technical Employees

3120.03

Athletic Coaches

3120.04

Employment of Substitute, Short-Term, and Part-Time Instructional Staff

3120.05

Adult/Career Technical Education Certification

3120.06

Student Teachers

3120.11

Preference for Veterans in Employment

3121

Conditions for Employment and Re-Employment of Instructional Staff

3121.01

Employment Standards and Fingerprinting of All Employees

3124

Drug-Free Workplace

3128

Contracts: Instructional Personnel

3129

Conflict of Interest

3129.01

Tutoring

3130

Assignments

3132

Vacancies

3139

Educator Misconduct

3139.01

Staff Discipline

3140

Suspension or Dismissal of Instructional Staff

3140.01

Disciplinary Suspension Without Pay

3150

Resignation

3161

Fitness for Duty

3170.01

Employee Assistance Program (EAP)

3210

Standards of Ethical Conduct

3210.01

Code of Ethics

3211

Whistleblower Protection

3213

Student Supervision and Welfare

3213.01

Request for Outside Providers

3215

Tobacco Use

3217

Weapons

3220

Evaluation of Instructional Staff

3231

Outside Activities of Staff

3231.01

Research and Publishing

3232

Political Activities

3242

Professional Development
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3243

Professional Development Schools: Definition and Functions

3281

Use of Employee's Personal Property at School

3362

Anti-Discrimination/Harassment

3362.02

Anti-Discrimination/Harassment Complaint Procedure

3380

Threatening Behavior Toward Staff Members

3410

Compensation

3419

Group Health Plans

3419.01

Privacy Protections of Self-Funded Group Health Plans

3420

Benefits

3430

Leaves of Absence

3430.01

FMLA Leave

3430.02

Domestic Violence Leave

3437

Military Leave

3440

Job-Related Expenses

3531

Unauthorized Work Stoppage

3590

Personnel File

3600

Job Descriptions

STUDENTS:
5111.01

Homeless Students

5112

Entrance Requirements

5114

Foreign Students

5120

Assignment Within District

5130

Withdrawal from School

5131

Student Transfers

5136.02

Sexting

5200

Attendance

5215

Missing and Absent Children

5223

Absences for Religious Instruction

5225

Absences for Religious Holidays

5230

Late Arrival and Early Dismissal

5320

Immunization

5330

Use of Medications

5340

Student Accidents

5341

Emergency Medical Authorization

5350

Student Suicide Prevention

5410

Student Progression Plan

5440

Student Promotion Procedures Under the Emergency Management
Act

5451

Student Recognition
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5465

General Education Development (GED) Tests

5500

Student Conduct and Discipline

5511

Dress and Grooming

5512

Tobacco Use

5517

Anti-Discrimination/Harassment (Students)

5517.01

Bullying and Harassment

5517.02

Discrimination/Harassment Complaint Procedure for Students

5530

Drug Prevention

5540

Investigations Involving Students

5610

Suspension and Expulsion of Students

5630

Corporal Punishment and Use of Reasonable Force

5722

School-Sponsored Publications, Productions, and Performances

5724

Student Voter Registration

5730

Equal Access for Nondistrict-Sponsored, Student Clubs and
Activities

5751

Parental-Married Status of Students

5771

Search and Seizure

5772

Weapons

5830

Student Fund-Raising

5840

Student Groups

5845

Student Activities

5850

School Social Events

5880

Public Performances by Students

These School Board rules are applicable to all students under the jurisdiction of Miami-Dade
County Public Schools and are augmented by the Code of Student Conduct Elementary, Code
of Student Conduct Secondary, and the Procedures for Promoting and Maintaining a Safe
Learning Environment, which are incorporated by reference in this School Board Rule, and are a
part hereof. Copies of these three documents are on file in the Office of Board Recording Secretary,
and the Citizen Information Center, and shall be available in each school and special center.
II.

Additional guidelines for the maintenance of appropriate student behavior are issued by memorandum from
the District administration.
Specific Authority: 230.22(2); 230.23(22) F.S. Law Implemented, Interpreted, or Made Specific: 39.201;
39.201(2)(a); 39.301(16); 39.401; 39.401(1)(a); 119.07(1)(3)(h); 120; 228.041(27); 229.591; 229.591(3)(e);
230.23(6)(c)(d)(8)(11)(13)(16)(a); 230.23005(1)(a)(b)(e)(8); 230.2316; 230.2316(3)(a); 230.235;
230.29(b)(c); 230.33(8)(c)(14); 230.335(1)(b); 232; 232.01; 232.09; 232.25; 232.256(1)(4); 232.26;
232.26(3); 232.27; 232.271; 232.275; 232.277; 232.45; 233.041(26); 233.0655; 233.47; 322.091;
561.01(4); 741.24; 775.082; 775.083; 775.084; 775.21; 775.21(4)(b)(6)(7)(a); 790.161; 790.162; 790.163;
794; 794.011; 794.024; 794.03; 800; 806.13(2); 810.097; 827; 827.03; 827.04; 827.071; 831.31; 893;
893.02; 893.03; 893.13; 901.15(3); 985.04(7); 985.207(1)(b), F.S.

SAFETY PROGRAM
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The School Board of Dade County School Board Policy 6Gx13-3E-1.08, authorizes the development and
administration of a Safety Program that provides for:
1. A safe and healthful educational environment for the student population;
2. A safe and healthful work-place for each employee;
3. Safe use of facilities by the general public; and
4. The reduction of property and liability losses.
The primary goal of the Safety Program shall be to prevent or minimize accident and injury risk and other
loss potential. The program will be administered under the direction of the Superintendent of
Schools and will be reviewed periodically by the Board.
Specific Authority: 230.22(2) F.S.
Law Implemented, Interpreted, or Made Specific: 230.23(6); 232.36; 232.45; 235.06; 235.14; 235.19;
235.26; 440.56 F.S.

Suspension, Board Approved Alternatives, Expulsions, and Referral to Florida
Department of Children and Families
5610 - SUSPENSION AND EXPULSION OF STUDENTS
Suspension and expulsion are the most severe sanctions and cannot be imposed without due process.
Prior to the use of suspension, the administrator should consider less restrictive alternatives such as the
School Center for Special Instruction (SCSI). Students assigned to SCSI must be afforded the opportunity
to complete classwork. Students with disabilities must continue to receive a Free Appropriate Public
Education (FAPE) while assigned to SCSI.
No student is to be suspended, expelled, or excluded from an activity, program, or a school unless his/her
behavior represents misconduct as specified in the Code of Student Conduct (CSC), Policy 5500. The
CSC shall also specify the procedures to be followed by school officials. In addition to the procedural
safeguards and definitions in this policy and the CSC, the procedures in Policy 2460 shall apply to
students identified as disabled under the IDEA and/or Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973.

Definitions
A.

"Suspension" shall be the temporary exclusion of a student from the
District's program for a period not to exceed ten (10) school days.

B.

"Expulsion" shall be the exclusion of a student from a traditional school
for the number of school days remaining in the school year in which the
incident that gives rise to the expulsion takes place and one (1)
additional school year.

Suspension from School or From Riding School Bus
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A.

When a student's actions violate law, School Board policies, or school
rules, the student may be suspended by the Principal. A student who is
suspended shall not be allowed to attend his/her regular classes or
school-sponsored activities for a prescribed number of days not to
exceed ten (10). The Principal may suspend a student from riding the
school bus for a prescribed number of days not to exceed ten (10).
Parents of students suspended from the school bus have the obligation
to provide transportation to and from school. If bus transportation is a
related service on a student’s Individualized Education Plan (IEP), a bus
suspension must be counted towards the ten (10) days of suspension.
Outdoor suspension criterion are located in the CSC.

B.

A teacher shall not suspend a student from school or class, nor shall a
bus driver suspend a student from riding a school bus.

C.

The Superintendent may suspend a student from any or all co-curricular
or extra-curricular activities for violations of the CSC. The length of
suspension shall be determined according to the CSC. Additionally, a
manifestation determination meeting may be required for students with
disabilities, depending on the number of days of suspension given
(Policy 2460).

D.

Prompt notice of a suspension shall be given by telephone to the
student's parent if possible. Formal written notification to the student's
parent shall be initiated within twenty-four (24) hours of the time the
student is informed of the suspension.

E.

Except in the event of emergencies or disruptive conditions which
require immediate suspension or in the case of a serious breach of
conduct that is defined as willful disobedience, open defiance of
authority of a member of the school staff, violence against persons or
property, or any other act which substantially disrupts the orderly
conduct of the school, all out-of-school suspensions shall not begin prior
to the beginning of the next school day following the infraction unless the
parents have been notified.

F.

Prior to the suspension, the student shall be given an informal and
impartial hearing before the Principal and shall be informed of the
charge(s) against him/her which may result in suspension. If the student
denies the charge(s), s/he shall be given an explanation of the evidence,
an opportunity to present his/her version of the case, and notification of
the action taken by the Principal. In cases of extremely disruptive or
dangerous behavior, persons or groups involved may be immediately
suspended and ejected from the school campus without a prior hearing.
In such instances, each student shall be afforded an informal hearing
before the Principal prior to the expiration of suspension. Students are
not entitled to full procedural rights that the law guarantees to students
who are recommended for expulsion or are defendants in criminal cases.
At suspension hearings, students are not:
1.

entitled to the presence of an attorney;
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2.

allowed to confront or cross-examine witnesses;

3.

allowed to record mechanically, or have a court reporter record
the proceedings unless the Principal has elected to record or
report the hearing verbatim.

If the parent(s) feel that the child has not been afforded a fair hearing at
the school, they may request a review by the Region Superintendent.
The appeal may consist of a review of the previous hearing, with a ruling
on the facts and the validity of the suspension, or the hearing may be
reconvened by the Region Superintendent or designee for additional
testimony that may be deemed necessary in making a final decision.
G.

The Principal shall determine, in consultation with teachers, when
appropriate, whether the student should be given the opportunity to
make up school work and course requirements missed while absent due
to out-of-school suspension. If this privilege is given, the student shall
have a reasonable amount of time, up to five (5) school days
comparable to the days of suspension, following the suspension to
complete the school work missed and shall do so on his/her own
initiative. Failure to make up all written assignments missed during the
approved time frame of suspension will result in the student being given
the academic grade of "F" for those written assignments. Under no
circumstances are teachers required to make special provisions to
comply with this procedure. Upon completion of the make-up work, the
student should submit the work to the teacher. The teacher must grade
and record the make-up work as it is received. For students in
exceptional education classes, refer to the Exceptional Student
Education Policies and Procedures (SP&P) Policy 2460.

H.

The Superintendent may grant to a Principal the authority to waive
mandatory suspension policies.

Expulsion/Administrative Assignment
A.

A Principal may recommend expulsion of a student to the
Superintendent. The Principal shall provide the Superintendent an
adequate history of the student's actions and alternative measures taken
relevant to the recommendation. When the Superintendent makes a
recommendation for expulsion to the Board, written notice shall be given
to the student and his/her parent of the recommendation and charges
and advising the student and parent of their right to due process.
Offenses requiring the recommendation for expulsion are located in the
CSC.

B.

Upon receipt of a recommendation for expulsion from the Principal, the
Superintendent may make an administrative assignment in lieu of
expulsion or a Work Back in Lieu of Expulsion program.
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C.

For students in exceptional student education, refer to Exceptional
Student Education Policies and Procedures (SP&P), Policy 2460.

D.

All students who are recommended for expulsion shall undergo
screening to determine if they qualify for exceptional education
programs.

E.

A student who has been suspended or expelled by another district
temporarily may be assigned to an alternative school for the same length
of time as imposed by the other district.

F.

The informal hearing at the school level shall be conducted by the
Principal. If available, the student shall be given an opportunity to be
heard at this hearing. At the conclusion of the hearing, the Principal will
reaffirm the suspension and recommendation for expulsion, or, based
upon consideration of the facts and circumstances explained at the
hearing, will advise the parent of the school’s intention to withdraw the
request for expulsion and take some alternative action.

G.

The parent shall be informed that, prior to any Board action being taken
on the expulsion or administrative assignment, they will be given the
opportunity to request a hearing before an impartial hearing officer. Prior
to a formal hearing, the parent will be offered an appeal conference with
a representative from School Operations/Alternative Education.

H.

Students with disabilities who are expelled are entitled to a Due Process
Hearing with the Florida Division of Administrative Hearings. However,
during the course of litigation, the student’s placement is at the
alternative school. Students with disabilities must continue to receive
FAPE while assigned to an alternative school. Refer to the Exceptional
Student Education Policies and Procedures (SP&P) Policy 2460.

A copy of this policy is to be made available to students and parents upon request. Key provisions of the
policy should also be included in the CSC.
F.S. 1002.20, 1003.02, 1006.07, 1006.09
F.A.C. 6A-6.03312
18 U.S.C. Section 921
20 U.S.C. 8921
School Board Policy 6Gx13-5D-1.08, states that maintenance of appropriate student behavior is the
expectation for every child in order for Miami-Dade County Public Schools to enable students to achieve
academic excellence.

5512 - TOBACCO USE
A tobacco free environment shall be provided to students, staff, and visitors. "Use of tobacco" shall mean
all uses of tobacco, including cigars, cigarettes, pipe tobacco, chewing tobacco, snuff, or any other matter
or substances that contain tobacco, and the possession of papers used to roll cigarettes.
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The use of tobacco is prohibited:
A.

within any indoor facility owned or leased or contracted for by the School Board is
prohibited;

B.

anywhere on the campus of any facility owned or leased or contracted for by the Board,
including, but not limited to, practice fields, playgrounds, football fields, baseball fields,
softball fields, pool areas, soccer fields, tennis courts, all open areas, and within 1000 feet of
a school;

C.

in all vehicles owned or operated by the Board, including, but not limited to, school buses,
vans, trucks, station wagons, and cars.

F.S. 381.84, 386.202, 386.204, 386.206, 386.212
20 U.S.C. 6081 et seq., 20 U.S.C. 7182

Violence in the Workplace
As per School Board Policy 1380, nothing is more important to Dade County Public Schools (DCPS) than
protecting the safety and security of its students and employees and promoting a violence-free work
environment. Threats, threatening behavior, or acts of violence against students, employees, visitors,
guests, or other individuals by anyone on DCPS property will not be tolerated. Violations of this policy may
lead to disciplinary action which includes dismissal, arrest, and/or prosecution.
Any person who makes substantial threats, exhibits threatening behavior, or engages in violent acts on
DCPS property shall be removed from the premises as quickly as safety permits, and shall remain off DCPS
premises pending the outcome of an investigation. DCPS will initiate an appropriate response. This
response may include, but it is not limited to, suspension and/or termination of any business relationship,
reassignment of job duties, suspension or termination of employment, and/or criminal prosecution of the
person or persons involved.
Dade County Public Schools employees have a right to work in a safe environment. Violence or the threat
of violence by or against students and employees will not be tolerated.
Specific Authority: 230.22(2) F.S.Law Implemented, Interpreted, or Made Specific: 231.001; 231.06;
231.07; 231.085; 231.09 F.S.

Weapons
No employee, except as legally authorized, or as a part of one's regular job responsibilities, shall bring upon
any school property or have in his or her possession, while on any school property any firearm, weapon or
destructive device. Any employee in violation of this rule shall be subject to reprimand, suspension, and/or
dismissal.
The Superintendent of Schools shall cause each such violation to be investigated and take appropriate
action or make appropriate recommendations for Board action.
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A "firearm" includes, but is not limited to the following: any weapon (including a starter gun) which will or is
designed to, or may readily be converted to, expel a projectile by the action of any explosive; the frame or
receiver of such weapon; any firearm muffler or firearm silencer; any destructive device; or any machine
gun.
A "weapon" includes, but is not limited to the following: any deadly weapon, knife (including pocket-knives
which are used to threaten or injure another individual), any dirk, metallic knuckles, slingshot, Billie club,
tear gas gun, chemical weapon or device, containing more than one-half ounce of chemical, or any electric
weapon or device, which through the application or use of electrical current, is designed, redesigned, used,
or intended to be used for offensive or defensive purposes, the destruction of life, or infliction of injury, or
any other object which is used to threaten or injure another individual.
A "destructive device" includes, but is not limited to the following: any explosive, incendiary, or poison gas
bomb, grenade, mine, rocket, missile, or similar device; and includes any type of weapon which will, or is
designed to or may readily be converted to, expel a projectile by the action of any explosive and has a
barrel with a bore of one-half inch or more in diameter and ammunition for such destructive devices.
Specific Authority: 230.22(2) F.S.
Law Implemented, Interpreted, or Made Specific: 230.23(5); 231.36(4) and (6) F.S.
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SECTION VI
SCHOOL IMPROVEMENT PROCESS
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School Improvement Process

The School Improvement Process for the school year will be distributed as soon as it becomes available,
and it will also be available online for viewing on the state website.
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SECTION VII
The M-DCPS Staff Handbook
The M-DCPS Staff Handbook may be
viewed in its entirety by logging on to
www.dadeschools.net. This site
also includes links to pertinent School
Board Rules and Contract Provisions.
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SECTION VIII
MISCELLANEOUS Forms and
Additional Information
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•

Forms

Forms may be found on the collaborative website and/or forms management.
www.southwestmiamieagles.net
•

MISCELLANEOUS INFORMATION:

Payroll processing schedule may be located at:
http://payroll.dadeschools.net/
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MEMORANDUM
TO:

All Staff
Southwest Miami High School

FROM:

Carlos Rios, Principal
Southwest Miami High School

August 18, 2021

SUBJECT: ITEMS REVIEWED AT THE OPENING OF SCHOOL
The purpose of this memorandum is to ensure that you have been advised of district and school-site directives. The
Miami-Dade County Public Schools’ Electronic Staff Handbook contains items that are relevant to this school site.
To ensure compliance with board rules, policies, guidelines, statutory and contracted stipulations, please adhere to
the procedures as identified.
The following items have been reviewed at the Opening of School staff meeting, or are included in your Staff
Handbook, or both:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.

Code of Ethics and the Principles of Professional Conduct
Title I
American’s with Disabilities Act
Family Medical Leave Act (FMLA)
Assessment Criteria and Procedures
Code of Student Conduct
Collection and Submission of Student Accident Forms
Custodial Procedures
District Strategic Plan, Pupil Progression Plan, Student Performance Plan, and Comprehensive Reading
Plan
Emergency Procedures-Disturbance, Fire, etc. Code Announcements
Emergency Substitute Guidelines
Faculty Committee Assignments – Department Chairperson(s)
Federal Programs and Grants Administration
Field Trip-Transporting Students
Florida Educator’s Certificate
Grading Criteria
Grading System
Homework Policy
Lesson Plans
Miami-Dade County Public Schools District Plan for Limited English Proficient Students
IPEGS
Parking Procedures
Removing Disruptive Students from the Class
Require Daily Attendance Reporting
School Forms
School Improvement Plan
School Loss of Life Crisis Procedures
School Volunteers
Security
Sexual Harassment
Statement of Non-Affiliation with Sororities and Fraternities
Senior High School Teachers of the Community Service Graduation Requirements
Student Folders (Instructional Staff)
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34.
35.

36.
37.
38.

39.
40.

Teacher Education Center (Instructional Staff)
Working Conditions
•
Leaving Early
•
Notification
•
Hours of Work
•
Absence-Multiple Days/Calling Office for Substitutes
•
Tardy Arrival
Textbook Management (Instructional Staff)
Use of School Facilities (Non-School Hours)
Review the Miami Dade County Public School Board Policies relative to:
•
Education Excellence School Advisory Council School Board Policy 2125
•
School Health Service Program School Board Policy 2410
•
Standards of Ethical Conduct School Board Policies 3210 and 4210
•
Conflict of Interest School Board Policies 3129 and 4129
•
Conflicting Employment or Contractual Relationship School Board Policies 3113 and4113
•
Drug-Free Workplace School Board Policies 3124 and 4124
•
Educator Misconduct School Board Policy 3139
•
Employee Assistance Program School Board Policies 3170 and 4170
•
Student Supervision and Welfare School Board Policies 3213 and 4213
•
Tobacco Use School Board Policies 3215 and 4215
•
Weapons School Board Policies 3217 and 4217
•
Anti-Discrimination /Harassment Policy and Procedures School Board Policies 1362,
3362, and 4362
•
Threatening Behavior toward Staff Members School Board Policies 3380 and 4389
•
Personnel Files School Board Policies 3590 and 4590
•
Student Council and Discipline School Board Policy 5500
•
Sexting School Board Policy 5136
•
Dress and Grooming School Board Policy 5511
•
Suspension and Expulsion of Students School Board Policy 5610
•
Corporal Punishment and Use of Reasonable Force School Board Policy 5630
•
Equal Access for Non-District Sponsored, Student Clubs School Board Policy 5730
•
Staff Network and Acceptable Use and Safety School Board Policy 7540
•
Staff Electronic Mail School Board Policy 7540.05
•
Mandatory Reporting of Misconduct by Certified Employees School Board Policy 8141
•
Health and Safety Issues School Board Policy 8141
•
Promoting and Maintaining a Safe Learning Environment School Board Policy 8405
•
Reporting Incidents School Board Policy 8442
•
Direct contact Communicable Diseases 8453
•
Student Abuse and Neglect School Board Policy 8462
Office of Professional Standards Procedures Manual located at www.ops.dadeschools.net
Certification
I have been instructed how to access the Faculty Handbook on the School web-site which includes specific
school forms and guidelines. This handbook is accessible online at http://sweagles.dadeschools.net. I also
know that I am responsible for all information in the Miami-Dade County Public Schools’ Electronic Staff
Handbook. The Miami-Dade County Electronic Staff Handbook is available on the M-DCPS web site at
www.dadeschools.net.
Please sign and return this memorandum to your Curriculum Leader by Friday, August 20, 2021.
Your signature indicates that you have been apprised of these procedures, and it is your professional
responsibility to further review them.
Staff Member’s Name: ___________________________________________________
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Anti-Discrimination Policy
The School Board of Miami-Dade County, Florida adheres to a policy of nondiscrimination in employment
and educational programs/activities and strives affirmatively to provide equal opportunity for all as required
by:
Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 - prohibits discrimination on the basis of race, color, religion, or
national origin.
Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 as amended - prohibits discrimination in employment on the basis of
race, color, religion, gender, or national origin.
Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 - prohibits discrimination on the basis of gender. Age
Discrimination in Employment Act of 1967 (ADEA) as amended - prohibits discrimination on the basis of age
with respect to individuals who are at least 40.
The Equal Pay Act of 1963 as amended - prohibits gender discrimination in payment of wages to women and
men performing substantially equal work in the same establishment.
Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 - prohibits discrimination against the disabled. Americans with
Disabilities Act of 1990 (ADA) - prohibits discrimination against individuals with disabilities in employment,
public service, public accommodations and telecommunications.
The Family and Medical Leave Act of 1993 (FMLA) - requires covered employers to provide up to 12 weeks
of unpaid, job-protected leave to "eligible" employees for certain family and medical reasons.
The Pregnancy Discrimination Act of 1978 - prohibits discrimination in employment on the basis of
pregnancy, childbirth, or related medical conditions.
Florida Educational Equity Act (FEEA) - prohibits discrimination on the basis of race, gender, national
origin, marital status, or handicap against a student or employee.
Florida Civil Rights Act of 1992 - secures for all individuals within the state freedom from discrimination
because of race, color, religion, sex, national origin, age, handicap, or marital status.
Title II of the Genetic Information Nondiscrimination Act of 2008 (GINA) - prohibits discrimination against
employees or applicants because of genetic information.
Boy Scouts of America Equal Access Act of 2002 – no public school shall deny equal access to, or a fair
opportunity for groups to meet on school premises or in school facilities before or after school hours, or
discriminate against any group officially affiliated with Boy Scouts of America or any other youth or
community group listed in Title 36 (as a patriotic society).

Veterans are provided re-employment rights in accordance with P.L. 93-508 (Federal Law) and Section
295.07 (Florida Statutes), which stipulate categorical preferences for employment.
In Addition:
School Board Policies 1362, 3362, 4362, and 5517 - Prohibit harassment and/or discrimination against
students, employees, or applicants on the basis of sex, race, color, ethnic or national origin, religion, marital
status, disability, genetic information, age, political beliefs, sexual orientation, gender, gender identification,
social and family background, linguistic preference, pregnancy, and any other legally prohibited basis.
Retaliation for engaging in a protected activity is also prohibited.
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